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Greetings from our Chairman
We are all familiar with the story of Chanukah and the 
miracle of light. I am proud to say that we have our 
own examples of modern day miracle workers who 
bring light into the wider Israeli community. From 
lone soldiers who are serving as medics in the Israeli 
army to the personal physician of a past Prime Minister, 
from family medicine to transplants, Southern African 
medical professionals have been trailblazers in the 
medical �eld in Israel. Up until today, the Southern 
African contribution to the healthcare sector has been 
remarkable and is set to continue as we welcome more 
medical professionals to Israel. We invite you to share 
your Aliyah stories and successes with us.

In this edition we explore physical, spiritual and 
emotional wellbeing - options available for treating 
injuries, how to register as an organ donor, how 
sports and culture can help create invaluable social 

connections and a sense of belonging in a new country, 
and we even touch on whether private insurance is 
needed when our public healthcare is of such a high 
standard.

We have had a very enlightening year at Telfed, 
including informative lectures, exciting tiyulim 
and events to welcome our new arrivals. We are an 
organisation that emphasizes community engagement 
and volunteerism. In this edition, we share a former 
chairman’s secrets to a purpose-�lled life and central 
to his message is volunteerism - something we 
encourage and depend on at Telfed. I urge you to join 
me in volunteering to bring even more light into our 
wonderful country. 
Enjoy some of the secrets of a happy and healthy Aliyah 
journey, and don’t forget to laugh along the way!

Wishing you all a happy, healthy Chanukah.
    Batya Shmukler

Gift of Love
Celebrate simchas, shabbat dinners, special occasions or mark 
yartzheits in a powerful way, by giving a meaningful gift 
to charity in honour or memory of a loved one.  
For more details and to arrange for a card to be sent in your 
name, contact Steph -  09 7907812 or donations@telfed.org.il

Gift of Love
Celebrate simchas, shabbat dinners, special occasions or mark 
yartzheits in a powerful way, by giving a meaningful gift 
to charity in honour or memory of a loved one. 
For more details and to arrange for a card to be sent in your 
name, contact Steph -  09 7907812 or donations@telfed.org.il

Honorary donations for any occasion – 09 7907819 or donations@telfed.org.il
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Telfed scholarships are in high demand!
Our scholarship department is processing 
over 440* requests for �nancial (needs-

based) scholarships, up from 337* in 2018.  
*These requests were from qualifying students i.e. those 

with SA lineage and olim from Australian and New Zealand.

ORT Israel is the largest 
network in Israel for study of the 
sciences and technology.  In line 
with our ethos of supporting 
educational initiatives and 
strengthening Israeli society, 
Telfed representatives recently 
visited and donated NIS 19,000 
to ORT Beit Ha'arava, from The 
Jacob's Fund for education.

Did you know? SA Olah 
Adele Samuelson 
was recently hailed as 
the oldest passenger 
to �y El Al. Adele, who 
celebrated her 105th 
birthday in October, 
received red-carpet 
treatment on her �ights 
to and from South Africa 
where she visited her 
sister in Durban.

Telfed’s PRAS scholarship recipients were welcomed to the programme at the opening 
seminar for 2019-2020. 180 students are taking part in our community service and scholarship 
programme, up from 150 students in 2018. We received over 1900 PRAS scholarship 
requests this year, (up 58% from 2018). PRAS students will be volunteering with the 
elderly, children with special needs or Olim families. We wish our students a successful year!

Mazal tov to Professor Bernard Lerer, 
recipient of the 2019 Lifetime Achievement 
Award of the International Society for A�ective 
Disorders for his contributions in the �elds of 
depression and bipolar disorder.

Telfed CEO, Dorron Kline, pictured with David Lopatie, 
95, at the Cornerstone-laying ceremony of the David 
Lopatie Institute of Comparative Medicine at the 
Weizmann Institute of Science. 

SASI 2019/20 
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Raanana is a curious place. I didn’t think so when I �rst 
visited, but then through a range of meetings with 
an assortment of characters—mostly for the Telfed 
Magazine, and about whom you can read here and in 
previous editions—I discovered that, indeed, Raanana 
is not only the conventional, comfortable and safe 
Israeli city that everyone makes it out to be. In fact, 
Raanana might even have something resembling an 
edge. Who would have thought? This Anglo stronghold 
is abundant with hidden charms… and most of them 
are South African.

Theo Kriel is a total inspiration. I use this term 
sparingly, but in this case I was held in a state of wide-
eyed, jaw-dropped silence upon hearing his story. 
This is a tale about overcoming colossal obstacles, 
the triumph of good humour over defeatism, the 
celebration of willpower in the face of great odds, 
and of a mischievous spirit seeking its way toward a 
concealed truth that was, for most of his life, worlds 
away.   

Born to a devout Christian Afrikaans family in Louis 
Trichardt, Limpopo, Theo was hit early on in his life 
by a series of near-misses and misfortunes—the �rst 
being that he was born with severe breathing problems 
and was forced to live in a large glass chamber, or in his 
words, “it wasn’t an incubator, that’s for babies—this 
was a glass room that was �lled with oxygen. I was 
there until I was around three years old.” That was just 
the beginning of his troubles.

“When I was four I contracted a very rare heart disease 
and became very ill. On one occasion I �atlined, but 
fortunately I came back to life.” 
Theo speaks in a light and matter of fact tone, one 
that belies the trauma that must certainly have been 
created through these near-death experiences. I 
quickly discover that this is part of his character, o�set 
only by his charm, quick smile and impish sparkle in 
his eye. It’s like he knows a secret and is bursting to 

Raanana’s 
Regte 
Afrikaaner
By Guy Lieberman

tell you, but he wants you to try work it out �rst. He is 
a remarkably positive person. How he arrived at this 
state of optimism is intriguing enough—how he got 
to Ranaana adds yet another unfathomable layer to his 
journey.

At the age of six the family moved from Louis Trichardt 
to George, and it was here that he contracted his 
third disease, a severe case of Ewings Sarcoma. This 
aggressive cancer attacks the long bones, and it struck 
his left tibia. He had chemotherapy in Cape Town for a 
year, at the end of which they made the hard decision 
to amputate the leg below the knee.  How did this 
e�ect the life of this little boy, who had known almost 
only struggle for his six short years?

“Well, you see,” he re�ects in his clear Afrikaans accent, 
“it was better that it happened then, so early on. Yes, 
I could see that the other children had two legs, but 
I had my prosthetic leg and I just got on with it, you 
know? I adapted and was an otherwise functional 
boy. It quickly became normal. Eventually I was body 
sur�ng and then later kite sur�ng, so my life was 
actually quite good.”

Fast forward through high school, and Theo went on 
to study Medical Prosthetics and Orthotics at Tshwane 
University of Technology. He excelled, coming in the 
top 5 of his class, and the only one among that tier that 
was himself an amputee. Providence showed up one 
day in his �nal year when someone from the industry 
was speaking to the course secretary, bemoaning the 

Photos courtesy of Better Medical
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fact that he needed someone soon for a position in 
Kuala Lampur, Malaysia. Theo happened to be walking 
by when the secretary said, “Here’s your candidate, 
he’d be perfect for the position!”

Theo explains it from his side. “I had just broken 
up with my girlfriend and was feeling quite down, 
so when I heard the opportunity presented to me, 
without thinking about it much, I just said ‘I’m in!’” He 
managed to push out his practical year, a commitment 
to the course, by one year. He was soon on his way to 
Malaysia. 

Theo later considers that he had never lived with 
anyone who wasn’t 
Afrikaans, let alone 
someone of colour. 
“When I arrived 
in Kuala Lampur, 
I was introduced 
to my host, Old 
Aunty, a wonderful 
elder religious 
Hindu woman. 
She reminded me 
so much of my 
grandmother! You 
know, humble, wise 
and always telling 
me to eat.”

It was here where 
things took a turn, 
and the story sets its long and winding course. Theo 
reveals an undercurrent of his spiritual life that had 
been part of his subtle rejection of Christianity. “One 
of the things that troubled me since I was a child, and 
my mother con�rms this for me often, was my issue 
with the Trinity. How did it work? How could it work? 
One God, split into three, one of the three dies… no, 
no, it just didn’t make sense. So, I made a commitment 
to myself to really explore other religions and cultures, 
and Malaysia was a great place to start.”

He spent a successful year in Malaysia where, at 21, he 
was promoted to manager of the department. Beyond 
a fantastically steep learning curve professionally, he 
also had many conversations with Old Aunty, and 
managed to learn a fair amount about Hinduism. “But, 
you know,” he con�des, “I needed meat and that wasn’t 
allowed in Old Aunty’s house. So after three months I 
found somewhere else to live. But I still see Old Aunty 

whenever I visit Malaysia!” He moved in to a digs with 
four Chinese students, who were devout Buddhists. He 
discussed religion at length with them and tried hard 
to understand the Dharma, which he admits he never 
quite grasped.    

Theo returned for his practical year in Cape Town 
where, by returning to the university course trajectory 
in prosthetics and orthotics, he was suddenly demoted 
to the rank of apprentice—this, after having his 
international experience as a manager. But, he took it 
stoically in stride and �nished the year. 

During that time he secured a coveted post at the 
Sultan Bin Abdulaziz 
Humanitarian City 
in Saudi Arabia, the 
King’s special project 
as an in-patient 
facility, or as Theo 
puts it, “a state-of-
the-art 1200 bed 
hospital. No sick 
people—only for the 
disabled.” 
There he was housed 
in a luxurious 
compound for 
expats, surrounded 
by tanks and 
reinforced 12-
foot walls. Besides 
having a great time, 

including trying his hand at a home-grown distillery 
with some new friends where, he enthuses, “we made 
mampoer, which was quite good! It became very 
popular with the expats because, of course, alcohol is 
forbidden in Saudi.”
“The best thing that happened to me in Riyadh was that 
I studied under a pair of brothers who were German 
meisters. The Germans are the best prosthetics and 
orthotic engineers in the world, so it was an excellent 
opportunity to learn under them. I gained a huge 
amount.”

It was also, surprisingly, the beginning of his sojourn 
into Judaism—the German meisters happened to be 
converts to Islam, and deeply observant ones at that. 
Without �inching, Theo took them on in religious 
debate which was “not something normally discussed 
publicly in Saudi, and—” here he chuckles heartily, 
“also not debated so loudly.”
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Theo with Daniela Shapira, Telfed’s Aliyah and Klita Advisor

What they all agreed on was that the Trinity was 
equally confounding to them. The German brothers 
suggested to Theo that his approach to the bible and 
one true God was distinctly Jewish, and he should 
consider looking at some of the texts from the Torah. 
They also all happened to share the view that without 
Judaism, neither Christianity nor Islam would exist. 

Theo’s explorations into Judaism began on YouTube 
because, somehow, the Saudi restrictions were lax on 
that count and it was fairly simple to source quality 
content. He began with the teachings of Rabbi Yosef 
Mizrachi, which he listened to in rapt attention in his 
room in Riyadh, and soon he realized “that I connected 
well with the Torah, and to the one God.” 

OK. Let’s take a step back. 

An Afrikaans amputee from Makhado working under 
two German Muslim convert meister prosthetics 
engineers at the Sultan Bin Abdulaziz Humanitarian 
City in Riyadh… could there be any better conditions 
for the beginnings of a path toward a Jewish life?

Theo spent his three years in Saudi Arabia deepening 
his connection to Judaism, and by the time he returned 
to South Africa he had a plan in place. He settled in PE 
where there was both an entrepreneurial opportunity 
waiting for him, and a conversion programme under 
the guidance of Rabbi Shaun Bloch, who accepted 
Theo’s application after a deep and thorough series of 
conversations. PE was an evolution for Theo because 
he undertook these two major ventures concurrently. 
He opened his own company in partnership with his 
colleague and friend, Christiaan Du Toit. The company 
was called Du Toit & Kriel inc. and they were based at 
the Aurora Hospital.

This combination of responsibilities proved 
overwhelming, however, and after one year in PE Theo 
was compelled to take a break from both his intensive 
conversion programme and his startup. He made for 
Manchester where he stepped out of the intensity that 
had become his day to day, and took a breath. It was 
a wise move—by disconnecting from the intensity of 
his routine, he recalibrated his past and recommitted 
to his future.

One year in the UK was enough for him to know the 
path ahead, and he knew it was a Jewish one. “I had 
clarity for what didn’t work for me, which was the 
purely Haredi approach of Rabbi Bloch, as much as I 

respected him as my teacher.” Theo ventured brie�y 
into a Reform community in Cape Town, but that didn’t 
resonate. In his understated phrasing, “we di�ered 
quite a bit in our approach to a Torah life.”

On Rabbi Bloch’s advice, Theo met with Rabbi Sam 
Thurgood of Arthur’s Road Shul in Sea Point, and 
here he continued his conversion until, as he puts it, “I 
completed it on the 16th of Cheshvan, 5778.” 

“Now I know my hashkafa, which is Hardal. It took me 
a while to arrive at this realisation, but it really �ts with 
where I’m holding.” 

In mid-July of this year, Theo made Aliyah and secured 
a job at the Lewis Foundation, an organisation that 
steers the Prosthetic and Orthotic Industry across 
the country. He brings with him a formidable skillset, 
diverse experience, and a deep love of Israel.
 
“Look, when I heard that there was a place called 
Raananafontein” (�nally someone who pronounces it 
correctly), “I knew my destination. Even now, I speak 
more Afrikaans at shul here than I did in South Africa!”
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David Ben-Gurion, founding father and �rst Prime 
Minister of Israel, put it succinctly when he said that 
“The machal forces were the diaspora’s most important 
contribution to the survival of the State of Israel.” 3500 
overseas volunteers from 37 countries volunteered 
in Israel’s �edgling army and South 
African volunteers numbered 804 – 
a signi�cant contribution to Machal 
and to the State of Israel. But this 
newly established army needed 
more than soldiers. Among the 804 
South African volunteers were 50 
doctors and 37 nurses. In fact, one 
in six South African volunteers was 
engaged in medical-related activities 
during this period, a notable force 
within the medical corps. 

I had the pleasure of interviewing 
one such shining light, Ruth Stern.
Ruth Stern speaks openly and 
fervently about her desire to give to 
the people of Israel and to sacri�ce 
what she could for her country. Like 
many of the other volunteers, Ruth lived a comfortable 
life in South Africa. Then a young biochemistry 
student, fuelled by her love  of Israel following a visit in 
1946, Ruth persisted, against her parents’ wishes, and 
joined in the war e�ort. After landing in Rome, Ruth 
was met by two Haganah members – Dudu and Miri 
– who accompanied her and the other volunteers to 
Marseilles. There, they boarded the Kedma and arrived 
in Israel by boat. She considers it a privilege to have 
served when Israel was in need and although Israel had 
hardly an army or preparations and was completely 
outnumbered by the attacking forces, the bravery, 
camaraderie, service, love and (dare one say) Divine 
assistance ensured that the war e�ort was successful. 
Ruth recalls the suboptimal conditions the medics had 
to make do with. “Tel-Litvinsky Military Hospital No 5 
was originally an Allied Army base. An enormous clean-

ISRAEL’S WAR OF 
INDEPENDENCE:
THE CONTRIBUTION OF 
MEDICAL VOLUNTEERS
By Dr. Daniel Shorkend

up made the �lthy barracks suitable to accommodate 
patients and sta� but it was far from being anything 
like my vision of a hospital. There was a shortage of 
everything from bedding and food to basic medical 
equipment and supplies. It was amazing how everyone 
managed to improvise in such austere, almost 
primitive, conditions with no complaints.”
Ruth was promoted to lieutenant as a nurse and was 
motivated by the other young soldiers (some only 17 
years old) who were guided by the same devotion 
to serve the State of Israel. She remembers that no 
matter the rank, the soldiers and medical sta� would 
do whatever was required, however menial. Dealing 
with several medical emergencies, she found the 
strength and expertise knowing that she was part of 
the e�ort to build and strengthen Israel. There was no 

hesitation on her part to do whatever 
was required. 

With raw emotion and great admiration, 
Ruth speaks of her interaction with 
Holocaust survivors during her 
duty. Perhaps, more than most, they 
understood the signi�cance of this War. 
With guns in hand, Ruth re�ects on their 
spirit and tenacity to �ght for victory. 
Ruth remained in Israel after the War 
and the strong Zionist spirit that led 
her to Israel as a volunteer still remains. 
Ruth continued to make a meaningful 
contribution to Israeli society in the 
�eld of education. Among other 
commitments, she earned her Masters 
Degree in English Literature at the 
Hebrew University of Jerusalem, and 

she “had the pleasure of preparing upper high school 
pupils for their Matric (Bagrut) for 40 years as a teacher 
and mechanechet.” With pride, Ruth has watched 
her Israeli-born children, grandchildren and great 
grandchildren serve in the Israeli Army. 
Of course, there are many others, including Dr Miriam 
Gitlin, who  arrived in November 1948 following 
her husband, Dr Gershon Gitlin z"l, both of whom 
contributed in the medical �eld to the war e�ort and 
beyond, namely in Miriam’s capacity as a researcher 
in the maternal and child health centre and the 
development of the community health centre in Kiryat 
HaYovel, while her husband became a professor and 
founder of the �rst anatomy course at the Hebrew 
University. Such examples form the bedrock upon 
which subsequent generations are built,  emboldening 
the quality of Israel’s defence as well as adding to the 
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level of knowledge and expertise in the medical �eld. 
I cannot do justice to the 804 South African volunteers who served in various roles during the War of Independence 
with simply the might of the pen, only to recall in closure the words of Yitzhak Rabin, former Prime Minister 
and Minister of Defence, at the dedication of the Machal Memorial on 25 April 1993: “You came to us when we 
needed you the most, during those dark and uncertain days in our War of Independence.”

Miri (left) teaches Ruth (right) to play the �ute aboard the Kedma.

Creative Estates o�ers professional and comprehensive property 
management services all over Central Israel, including:

We care for your property as if it was our own!
Contact Shaun Isaacson, Advocate, MBA

Shaun@CEIsrael.com   052-652-1096

•    Management of Holiday Homes

•    Recruiting Tenants 

•    Property Maintenance 

•    Tax & Accounting Support 

•    Rent Collection

•    Legal Contracts

•    Payment of Bills

•    Monthly Reporting

www.CEIsrael.com

COMBAT MEDICS
TODAY 
– 3 INTERVIEWS
By Dr. Daniel Shorkend

WAR – terrible, perennial and sometimes unavoidable. 
For the �rst time in 2000 years, the people of Israel 
have reclaimed their land and have an organised 
army with which to defend themselves. In an ideal 
world, the reality of armies would be obsolete. But 
we do not live in such a world. I had the privilege of 
interviewing three young, brave lone soldiers and 
medics, for it is the narrative of the individual soldier 
that safeguards Israel’s right to exist and it is their 
stories that demonstrate the heroism in serving in 
an army which we can be proud of.  

Sarah* made Aliyah in August 2018 and participated 
in Garin Tzabar, a three-month programme for lone 
soldiers. These three months were followed by pre-
draft testing where, in accordance with her pro�le and 
personality, she was earmarked to serve as a combat 
medic. Sarah has served 11 months to date and, in a 

Former Machalnikim at the Machal memorial on Yom Hazicharon
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conversation, explained that while this experience has 
opened her eyes to the medical �eld, she is unsure 
about a medical career in her future. “I have enjoyed my 
experience in this unit”, says Sarah “and it is de�nitely 
rewarding to help my fellow soldiers.” She adds that 
she would recommend this service for those who want 
to serve in the army and have an interest in medicine. 
She relates that this role has created a sense of self-
discipline and has allowed for personal growth. She is 
thankful that in her service to date, nothing extreme 
has happened. 

Yoni* made the decision during High School that he 
wanted to serve in the Israeli army. After school, he 
joined a Bnei Akiva programme and knew that he 
had to make Aliyah and was drafted within a year. He 
began serving in April 2017 at Michve Alon, an army 
ulpan and from there he joined Nachal in July 2017. 
He is currently a combat medic and completes his 
service in December. Yoni re�ects on his experience 
as a medic:

“It can be complicated becoming medic, especially 
for non-Hebrew speakers, as the training and testing 
is in Hebrew. At �rst, I was told that I could not enter 
the medics course, but I quickly volunteered for the 
weekly medical emergencies (especially with the MDA 
- the ambulance service), so after a while, the Pluga 
(high ranking o�cer) began to rethink my chances, 
especially after repeated “nudging” and eventually, my 
persistence paid o� and I joined the medics course.”

As a combat medic, Yoni �ghts with the other soldiers, 
but his primary responsibility is “to make sure they 
go home in one piece” and in this regard he feels he 
has accomplished something. He has served on the 
Gaza border and has been at the scene of terrorist 
attacks and direct rocket attacks, during which time 
he has performed CPR and bandaged severed �ngers. 
Yoni emphasises that it is a privilege being part of a 

Telfed doesn't take for granted the challenges that 
soldiers face, particularly lone recruits. In addition to social 
activities and gifts for SA and Australian lone soldiers, 
our ‘whatsapp group’  provides them with an immediate 
line of social support and a forum to ask questions. In 
addition, Telfed's Social Worker is available to assist all 
Olim, including regular conscripts and lone soldiers. Those 
in need of support or assistance are invited to contact 
Ariela (Tel: 097907821 or Email: ariela@telfed.org.il)

strong medical team. It is stressful and “where others 
are running to seek shelter, we (the medical combat 
unit) are running towards danger”. He wears his medic 
pin with pride, having persevered to make his dream 
a reality.

My third interviewee, Aaron*, made Aliyah and joined 
the army when he was 19. He has served for a year 
and has 18 months remaining. He then hopes to go 
to o�cers’ school and take on a command position 
within the army. He attended the medics course for 4 
months. It’s an arduous and hard undertaking. “We are 
not out on a battle �eld saving lives every day, even 
though that is what we train for,” he remarks before 
adding that “it’s tiring dealing with soldiers’ problems 
all week and there is little time to rest.” Aaron adds, 
“I honestly can’t recommend this duty if you don’t 
have a long-term plan to enter a medical profession 
- the responsibility is greater than the privilege and 
only if you can trust in yourself can you take up this 
line of duty. The ‘extra’ e�ort doesn’t come with an 
extra badge or kudos, it is a sel�ess and immensely 
pressured role that calls for calm.” Often, his soldiers 
are broken and tired and want to give up, but he tries 
to push them and help them �nish. He concludes: 
“It’s true, a band aid can’t �x anything”. Caring for 
the mental wellbeing of his soldiers is as important 
as their physical wellbeing.

What emerged in the interviews with these three 
brave young combat medics is that, while some are 
still uncertain if they see themselves pursuing medical 
careers after their service, they have been challenged 
in their roles as medics. The prevailing assumption is 
that army equates to combat but there are a number 
of possibilities available to our lone soldiers in the 
army. With each role comes the opportunities for 
personal growth, ful�lment and the opportunity to 
realise one’s dream of serving the State of Israel. No 
matter your position, a meaningful army service is 
possible – sometimes in the most unexpected roles. 

*Not their real names.
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The Healing 
Art of 
Osteopathy 
By Guy Lieberman

A bakkie that looks like it drove direct from the Free 
State, in Baka, Jerusalem? I do a double-take. I know it’s 
possible to �nd these vehicles here in Israel, but there 
was something particularly farm-like about this one. 
That it’s parked in a private home just metres from the 
renowned ‘Rakhevet’ pedestrian walkway makes the 
juxtaposition all the more de�ned. This is the chosen 
vehicle of Emile van der Merwe, Osteopath, healer, 
athlete and, I soon learn, an ish chesed; man of kindness.
“I was born on a farm in Kroonstad. When I wasn’t 
discovering literature through my grandmother, 
or learning how to farm and �x things with my 
grandfather, I was swimming. I swam, a lot.”
So began the humble journey of the impressive yet 
self-e�acing Emile. His swimming, he explains, was 
the beginning of a career as a modern pentathlete—
running, riding, shooting and fencing. His brothers 
were athletes like him, and it was through an accident 
that happened to one of them that he discovered 
Osteopathy.  He would only formally study it �ve years 
later.
In preparing for this interview, I decided that the only 
way to really understand osteopathy was to be treated 
myself. When I mention this to Emile, he responds with 
a broad smile. “Good idea, and the best person to treat 
you would be my daughter, Rachel.”

Emile ushered me back to the reception area of their 
beautiful and minimalist clinic, and introduced me to 
Rachel. “She’s very talented. Talk to me after.” As I enter 
Rachel’s treatment room, I see a young mother with a 
baby who can’t be more than one month old being 
comfortingly guided by Emile into his adjacent room.

I look wide-eyed at Rachel, indicating the size of this 
tiny child, at which she laughs and says, “Osteopathy 
has gentle techniques, so yes, babies come here too.” 
Rachel carries a similar presence to her father—a 
sweetness, and a purpose-oriented approach to 
healing. She starts taking me through the process 
with a set of questions. I notice that she’s particularly 

attentive, as if she’s listening for indications between 
the words, almost like a ‘verbal myofascial’ layer. And 
then she starts the treatment.
It begins by her gently analyzing my spine with her 
�ngers, and does so with a subtle twisting of my 
back, softly kneading the vertebrae. Having been to 
bodyworkers before I’m anticipating a high thrust 
manipulation and pain to accompany it. There is 
none of that. It feels as if her �ngers are interpreting 
and informing the myofascial layer, and there is 
something about the act that feels unlike anything I’ve 
experienced before. It’s exceptionally soothing, and I 
�nd myself relaxing into a state of semi-dozing.

The treatment ends by her presenting me with a 
speci�c set of stretching techniques that will suit 
my needs—from what she had diagnosed, and my 
lifestyle, age, abilities. I’m moved by the experience, 
and my impulse was to book more sessions.

Osteopathy is based on an ideology created 
by Andrew Taylor Still (1828–1917), which looks 
at the structure and function of the skeleton, the 
muscles, the myofascial tissue layer, as well the 
blood and circulatory systems connected with it. 
Osteopaths attempt to diagnose and treat what 
are the root causes of dysfunction in the body, 
primarily by manipulating a person’s bones and 
muscles, however, it is not limited to this and 
utilizes a broad and varied range of techniques 
speci�c to each individual. Osteopathy is most 
commonly used to treat back pain and other 
musculoskeletal issues.

Rachel van der Merwe
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PHYSIOTHERAPY is about improving one’s quality of 
life, whether it’s getting back to sport or playing with 
the kids pain-free after injury and without painkillers. 
A session includes a physical assessment, then a 

treatment program 
is built around the 
�ndings and your 
goals. Treatment 
includes manual 
therapy of the 
muscles and joints 
which improves 
blood �ow and 
reduces pain, dry 
needling, kinesio 
or sport taping and 

electrotherapy. In addition, there will always be an 
element of rehab exercises. We use strength training 
and clinical Pilates in our rehab programs. Physio is a 
para-medical profession that is closely regulated by 
the Ministry of Health.
Liron Murphy, Physiotherapist - orthopaedics, sports and 
pelvic �oor rehabilitation (Tel Aviv)

Biokineticists use movement both as a preventative 
health measure and to promote healing by applying 
specialised exercise programmes to treat injuries and 
pain. Biokineticists treat all types of pain. We begin 
with a full body assessment and then create a rehab 
routine based on the assessment. I have specialised 
in Senior Rehabilitation and am passionate about 
promoting a healthy, pain-free lifestyle for an improved 
quality of life. I o�er both individual and group classes, 
using rehabilitative knowledge to create enjoyable 
exercise sessions that target speci�c areas to improve 
functionality for daily life. My current classes include 
Get Stronger with Age (for men and women), Posture 
Perfect for the O�ce Professional, and Running 1.0 for 

Treating aches and pains
beginners, as well as injury-focused training.
Nikia Blumenthal, Biokineticist and Exercise Rehabilitation 
Therapist, Ra’anana and Netanya 

For many, the body-mind connection might seem like a 
mysterious “new age” idea. After many years of studying 
and experiencing this connection, I am convinced that 
not only is it real, but its e�ect on our lives and our 
health is signi�cant.  In a life full of stress, trauma 
and various emotional issues, the nervous system, that 
receives input from our surroundings, is under attack. 
The body reacts in di�erent ways that are taken from 
the “�ght or �ight” response and many di�erent issues 
can accrue - chronic pain, digestive problems, back 
and joint pain, as well as anxiety and depression. 
How does one balance the system and return to good 
health? Begin with a general feeling of safety, and then 
touch and movement. In my clinic I use tools from 
the Gyrotonic and Gyrokinesis Methods that allow 
the body to experience a full  range of motion, and at 
the same time work on stability, strength and �exibility. 
I also use a gentle touch with Craniosacral Therapy, 
while listening to the natural movement and �uidity in 
the body, where it creates space for the nervous system 
to regulate. I always start with deep breathing, feeling 
the sensation in the body and creating a safe and easy 
environment for touch and movement. Connecting to 
our bodies is essential for our wellness.  
Michal Milliner, Kibbutz Beit Keshet

CHIROPRACTIC is a health profession concerned 
with the diagnosis, treatment and prevention of 
mechanical disorders of the musculoskeletal system, 
and the e�ects of these disorders on the function of 
the nervous system and general health. There is an 
emphasis on manual treatments including spinal and 
other joint and soft-tissue manipulation techniques.
The South African chiropractor would have trained 
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for a 7-year Doctor of 
Chiropractic degree focused 
on a medically oriented, 
evidence-based approach 
to health and wellness of 
the musculoskeletal system.

In my clinic in Herzliya the 
emphasis on spinal conditions 
causing back & neck pain, 
sciatica, headaches and sports 
related injuries are treated 
based on individual needs 
and directed by a thorough 
examination and evaluation 
of one’s condition.
In Israel, chiropractors may 

also be found working in Kupot Holim within the 
Refuah Mashlima or alternative therapies clinics. Some 
may be contracted to private insurance companies.
Dr Roy Sery, Sports and Rehabilitation 
Chiropractor – Herzliya

CHINESE MEDICINE 
Chinese medicine has been developing for over two 
thousand years. It is the accumulation of the experience 
of the Chinese in the attempt to maintain health and 
treat disease. Guided by observation and experience 
through the ages, Chinese medical practitioners have 
developed a system of health care for the prevention 

and treatment of disease. 
According to the Chinese theory, no disease can be 
only of a physical nature and no disease can be solely 
of a mental nature. The connection and interaction 
between body and soul are so intertwined that any 
imbalance or disease will be felt on both these planes. 
Therefore, when consulting with a Chinese medical 
practitioner, the therapist will also guide the patient in 
his lifestyle and give advice on any necessary changes 
that he needs to make to achieve the body’s balance. 
For example, advice on one’s daily routine, dietary 
habits and doing some form of physical activity like Tai 
Chi, Chi Qong, Yoga, Pilates and Sport. 

Health and well-being in Chinese philosophy is the 
unhindered free �ow of energy (Qi or Chi) in the 
body whether it be the free �ow of blood in the 
blood vessels, food through the digestive tract, the 
extraction of the bodily waste, free �ow of air in the 
lungs and nerve transmissions in the nervous system. 
Any disturbance of this free �ow will manifest as 
internal bodily sensations or disease. 

Chinese medicine o�ers di�erent approaches to 
achieving the necessary balance and free �ow of 
energy. One of these methods is ACUPUNCTURE 
or NEEDLING which is o�ered by most of the 
complimentary clinics in Israel’s health system like 
CLALIT, MACCABI, MEUCHEDET. 
Disposable, sterilized stainless steel needles are 
inserted into the body at predetermined points along 
the body’s energy channels also known as meridians. 
The needles are very �ne and delicate and generally 
no pain is experienced by the patient but rather 
induces a sensation like a mild sting, feeling of heat or 
cold or numbness. The release of this energy will help 
speed up the body’s own natural healing. Research in 
America has shown that acupuncture and acupressure 
(SHIATSU), the pressing on these acupuncture points, 
causes the body to release chemical substances 
like endorphins and encepalines that aid in anti 
in�ammatory, block pencepalines, that act as anti 
in�ammatories, block pain sensations and induce a 
feeling of easiness. 

Acupuncture has been very useful for the treatment 
of muscular skeletal pain, low back pain and sciatica, 
neck and shoulder pain, knee pain, headaches, PMS 
and other menstrual problems, stress, anxiety and 
much more. 
Trevor Fletcher, Acupuncturist at Clalit Complimentary 
Medicine clinic (Be’er Sheva)
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FOR EUROPEAN CITIZENSHIP
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Did you know that a Lithuanian passport grants its holder visa-free 
access to over one hundred and fifty countries, thus granting you 
travel-freedom?  I can assist you to achieve this, by leveraging your 
family history for your Lithuanian Citizenship.

For the past decade, together with my Lithuanian partners, I have 
been facilitating Lithuanian Citizenship Reinstatement. We have 
successful applicants in South Africa, Australia, the UK, the US and 
Israel.  As an ex-South African I speak your language, I understand 
the requirements of the South African applicant, and am familiar with 
the supporting documents required to augment your application.

Your ancestors who immigrated to improve their future, have gifted 
you the possibility of EU citizenship and the opportunity to spread 
your wings. They did not live in a void. They left behind a culture, 
friends and extended family. As an historian, genealogist and 
passport facilitator specializing in Lithuania, I want to share the 
significance of the documents located in the Lithuanian archives. The 
documents that prove your eligibility, lead to additional documents 
and all these together unearth a treasure trove of your history.  These 
documents give you the opportunity to learn of your past while 
serving as leverage for your European Citizenship. 

On February 16, 1918 Lithuania became an independent country, 
with Kaunas/Kovno serving as the capital. At the Paris Peace confer-
ence in 1919, the Lithuanian Jewish community was granted broad 
autonomy in internal affairs, including matters of religion, social 
welfare, education and culture. Their languages, Hebrew and 
Yiddish, were publicly recognized, and Jewish primary education was 
made compulsory and free of charge. Thus, began Golden Age of 
Lithuanian Jewry with unparalleled development of Jewish religion, 
thought and culture.

Lithuania remained independent until it was occupied by the Soviet 
Union in June 1940 following the Molotov–Ribbentrop Pact.  On June 
22, 1941 – Operation Barbarossa, the German army invaded the 
Soviet Union setting in motion the Holocaust in Lithuania. Ninety four 
percent of the Jewish population of Lithuania was decimated, includ-
ing many relatives of the immigrants to South Africa. 

If your ancestor immigrated to South Africa during the years of 
Lithuanian Independence between 1918-1940, you may be eligible 
for Lithuanian Citizenship.  

South Africans are generally granted Lithuanian Citizenship in the 
simplified manner; by descent. You can go back three generations. 
Therefore, if you have a great-grandparent who held Lithuanian 
citizenship, you should be able to qualify to become Lithuanian 
Citizen yourself. You will have to prove the family connection through 
an unbroken chain of documentation all the way up the family tree 
until you reach your ancestor with Lithuanian ties.  Citizenship is not 
granted if your ancestor lost or forfeited his or her Lithuanian Citizen-
ship for any reason.

Following my first conversation with potential clients, they complete 
an eligibility questionnaire. This enables me to gain an understanding 
of the ancestry and the framework for assessing eligibility.  As a 
genealogist and family researcher and citizenship facilitator, I review 
this questionnaire in a different light, not only as a tool to prove 
eligibility but also as the basis of a family tree and the means to glean 
additional information. 

A marriage document may reveal a maiden name that was unknown 
or the names of grandparents and great grandparents.  Birth 
documents may reveal names of siblings that were born after your 
ancestor immigrated. Death documents often state the reason for 
death. Information of this kind is vital when seeking information for 
hereditary diseases. School reports, documents of membership of 
youth movements, of political affiliation, of religious affiliation and 
conversion documents sometimes come to light. Holocaust informa-
tion may reveal the fate of family members.

Your quest for EU citizenship is of prime importance and proving 
eligibility is the main aim of archival research, but there is a bonus, 
you can learn about ancestors that remained behind. 

I will be pleased to assist you with your application for Lithuanian Citizenship. Please contact me at rlerercohen@gmail.com. 
Your free consultation will include assessing your eligibility, reviewing your documents, discussing supporting documents and 

answering questions.  View my website www.kin-search.com

YOUR ANCESTRAL LINK TO LITHUANIA 

THE GATEWAY TO YOUR FUTURE
OBTAINING AN EU PASSPORT

Your ancestors who were born in Lithuania and immigrated to South Africa,
Israel or elsewhere to start a new life and thus broaden their horizons.

In so doing, they have GIFTED you, the chance of receiving citizenship of the country of their birth.

The Lithuanian Government is restoring citizenship, they are giving you the opportunity
to broaden your horizons. With over a decade of success, with clients in South Africa, 

the UK, Australia, the US and Israel, we look forward to sharing our knowledge and expertise
with you and obtain your EU passport.  
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Whilst Israel is a young country, like any nation, she 
has aging citizens, and with that come the challenges 
of caring for the elderly. Statistics suggest that there 
are currently 150 000 Israelis living with some form of 
dementia. According to the Miriam-Webster dictionary, 
dementia is de�ned as “a usually progressive 
condition (such as Alzheimer’s disease) marked by the 
development of multiple cognitive de�cits (such as 
memory impairment, aphasia, and the inability to plan 
and initiate complex behavior).”

More Than Their Diagnoses
Alzheimer’s patients are more than their diagnoes. 
While their cognitive ability may be in decline, the 
essence of who they are remains present. It can be 
emotionally overwhelming for caregivers to bear 
witness to the changes that this diagnosis brings with 
it. From day to day there may be less recognition of 
relationships and a decreased ability to communicate 
needs and emotions, which can lead to grief, frustration 
and a sense of hopelessness for both caregiver and 
patient.

Skills and support 
Telfed, in partnership with Debbie Lahav from EMDA, 
The Alzheimer’s Association of Israel, hosted a 
workshop for caregivers and family members of 
Alzheimer’s patients. “This initiative began as an 
employment-driven course for our Olim to provide 
a specialized skillset for caregivers, with the hope 
that this training would open the door to work 
opportunities with Alzheimer’s patients. But this 
evolved into something much greater than we had 
anticipated,” said Yael Strausz, Telfed’s Employment 
Counselor and a life coach. “We saw, and felt, the 
urgent need to support those who are caring for loved 
ones with Alzheimer’s. This is often a lonely and all-
consuming undertaking.” 

Improving the quality 
of life for those living 
with Alzheimer’s
By Rivkah Naomi Green @SunbirdLife

Art Therapy Opens Doors for Connections
South African Olah, Dalya Weisbrod, specialises in art 
therapy for the geriatric population. Art therapy can 
be a powerful way to allow a patient with dementia to 
express their feelings and to achieve a renewed sense 
of self. Visual art and music bypass verbal di�culties 
and the process of creation allows the person behind 
the disease to express themselves and communicate. 
This communication brings with it a sense of healing 
and hope, both for the patient and the caregiver.

The purpose of art therapy for dementia patients is 
to give them a feeling of control at a time when their 
level of independence has dwindled. It provides them 
an opportunity to access their own autobiographical 
memories, which in turn can increase their feeling of 
wellbeing. This type of therapy is designed to give 
practical and emotional support to a person who may 
be experiencing a range of di�cult emotions, without 
an outlet or way to process them.

The response of the participants to the workshop was 
overwhelming. It was evident that there was a thirst 
for more information, more support and more advice. 
Based on the response to this two-part workshop 
Telfed will continue to facilitate support groups 
because, in order to care for others, we must invest in 
the caregivers. 
If you would like more information, please contact Yael 
Strausz – yael@telfed.org.il. 

Resources:
EMDA - The Alzheimer’s Association of Israel, English - 
https://emda.org.il/english/
Dalya Weisbrod (Art Therapist M.A), Manager of the Art 
Therapy Department at the Israeli Alzheimer’s Medical 
Center. Dalyaf@gmail.com
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Some people believe that it is the circumstances in our 
lives that determine our happiness or how we cope 
with struggle and di�culty. I am going to challenge 
this thinking. This reminds me of my favourite quote by 
James Allen, “Circumstances don’t make a man; they 
reveal him.” What do you notice about yourself when 

What’s attitude 
got to do with 
stress and 
challenge?

By Devorah Kur

you are under pressure or life becomes challenging? 
What determines whether tough times turn out to 
be bene�cial or whether good times will make us 
miserable? We all know people who ‘seem’ to have the 
best of everything yet they are miserable, and those 
who ‘appear’ to have nothing yet are happy. How can 
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this be? It all depends on our attitude. We can learn 
this lesson from Dr Victor Frankl (1905-1997), author 
of the bestseller “Man’s Search for Meaning.” He was a 
Jewish Austrian psychiatrist in the 1930’s and founder 
of Logotherapy who su�ered in the concentration 
camps for four years. He teaches that every person’s 
life has purpose, MEANING and direction, and that 
we each have the choice and inner ability to �nd that 
meaning. In the camps, Frankl helped people �nd 
meaning in their lives, despite circumstances. This 
approach g ave hope; and hope for a future helps us to 
overcome challenge.

I was drawn to study 
Logotherapy when 
patients of mine would 
ask me, “Why do I have 
to have cancer?” or “Why 
can’t I have a baby?” 
I had no idea how to 
help with these life 
challenging questions 
but desperately wanted 
to. You can’t help 
someone to heal just 
through their body; you 
have to address the mind 
and soul as well. 
In 2011 when we 
decided to make Aliyah, 
I went to speak with my 
lecturer at UNISA, Dr 
Teria Shantall, who had 
studied under Dr Frankl! 
At the time I had no idea 
that she was Jewish. 
When I told her that I would not be able to continue 
the course because I was going to live in Israel, she 
said, “Marvellous Devorah, I live in Modiin! You can 
join my private English group of Logotherapy students 
when you arrive.” 
What a blessing! These concepts and way of thinking 
literally saved me and our Aliyah during our transition. 

Making Aliyah was the biggest dream of my life. I 
couldn’t believe that it was going to become a reality. 
As you know, no matter what age or stage of life you 
make Aliyah, it is hard! 
There are lots of tears as we navigate our way through 
unchartered waters. There are cultural, language, 
driving, social, etiquette, school system and plain 
manner hurdles to overcome. Even the songs they 

sing in Shul have di�erent tunes! Where do we �nd the 
strength to overcome this? 
For me, it was my Zionistic pull which gave me a 
determination to help each of my family members 
who were su�ering through the transition. There was 
no option to go back. 
I had a deep desire to live in Israel and now that 
this privilege had arrived, I was going to overcome 
anything. Nietzsche said: “He who has a WHY to live 
can bear almost any HOW.” This quote inspired Frankl 
as well, who tells of his �rst ‘meal’ after his arrival to the 
camps. He was given a plate of ‘soup’ with a �sh head 
�oating in it. His initial reaction was disgust. Didn’t they 

know who he was! He 
was a doctor, respected 
in Austrian medical 
society. He stopped 
himself and thought that 
he didn’t know how long 
he would be there, but 
what he did know was 
that if he continued with 
this attitude he wasn’t 
going to make it very far, 
as he had unfortunately 
already witnessed. So, 
he decided to view this 
as a nutritional meal that 
would feed his soul and 
nourish his body.
It was a total attitude 
turnaround for him, one 
which saved his life. 

We all have this ability to 
rise above our challenges 

no matter what they are: health, Aliyah, �nancial, 
relationships, work or spiritual. 
The place to start is with our attitude. Look at what 
you can control in the situation instead of what is out 
of your control. Start here. If it is connected to Aliyah, 
keep reminding yourself of the initial reason you 
decided to come; because when you know that, you 
have a goal to work towards. 
Frankl says, “Everything can be taken from a man but 
one thing: the last of the human freedoms—to choose 
one’s attitude in any given set of circumstances, to 
choose one’s own way.”

So, whilst we can’t control the fact that it might be 
raining outside and ruining our plans; we can decide 
to take an umbrella to keep ourselves dry.

Devorah Kur runs an integrative 
Wellness clinic o�ering Re�exology 
and Logotherapy (counseling to �nd 
meaning in life's di�culties, based on 

the teaching of Dr. Victor Frankl). 
She incorporates mental imagery 
which uses the mind to help us heal, 
and emotional �rst aid for trauma. She 
is passionate about helping people 
through their illnesses, challenges and 
struggles in life. Her forte is to help 
people ask, “What now?” instead of 
asking, “ Why me?” She is an international 
motivational speaker, lecturing on 

meaning and personal growth.
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Leon Charney was born in Lithuania and, at the age 
of seven, along with his family, emigrated to safety in 
South Africa. It was from there, in 1961, that he made his 
aliyah. When Leon arrived in Israel, Telfed was fondly 
known as the Hostel Committee, providing transitional 
housing to arriving South African olim. Within six years 
Leon was lending h is insight, energy and leadership to 
the organisation and over the years served Telfed in 
many capacities, including as Chairman. 

At ninety years of age, Leon is a man who is living a life 
full of meaning. He shares his roadmap to achieve a life 
of deeper meaning and happiness.

Always be positive 
and optimistic
After his aliyah and in 
spite of a “lousy ulpan” 
Leon enthusiastically 
set about learning 
Hebrew and working in 
Israel. He built a vibrant 
architecture business and 
executed many successful 
building projects in Israel. 
Optimism surely helps 
one navigate the di�cult 
waters that we all have to 
traverse and it is optimism 
that gives us the strength 
to get up and keep going 
on a daily basis.

Always be loving
Leon and his wife Menorah created a home that was 
based on unconditional love. Their daughter Shani, 

who, along with her husband Adam Toder owns 
Stoneage (a shop that sells all kinds of healing crystals), 
said, “we were blessed to grow up in a home with my 
Mom and Dad. My Mom blessed us by being herself 
and loving without conditions.” It is easy in a hectic 
world with social media and negativity in the press to 
forget to be loving and kind. This remains a powerful 
lesson: be loving, both to yourself and to those around 
you. 

Learn to forgive and forget
Leon believes �rmly in the power of letting go of 
grudges, of past hurts and injustices as they hurt us 

more than the people who upset 
us. “When we forgive and let go, 
it allows us to accept people as 
they are and live in the moment.”

Always help people. Always!
Leon is passionate about helping 
people and this re�ects in his 
own life as an active volunteer in 
community endeavours. Leon’s 
son Danny, who is a renowned 
healer and runs the Menorah 
Center for Soul Healing, says 
quite simply, “Our purpose in life 
is to serve and to help.” Serving 
others strengthens us all and 
helps us all �nd deeper meaning 
in our own lives.
 

Leon’s example has shaped not only his family but 
also his community. He is a man from whom we can all 
learn. As Leon taught me, “Life is good and everything 
can only get better!”

Volunteering promotes healthy relationships, 
a healthier lifestyle, a reduction in stress, 
greater life satisfaction, a self-reported 
improvement in health, lowered depression, 
a greater sense of self-esteem and purpose 
and improved coping abilities. The feel-good 
bene�ts of volunteering were evaluated by a 
team from the University of Wales Lampeter 
in a 2008 study, led by Dr. Rachel Casiday. In 
her research, ‘Volunteering and Health: What 
Impact Does It Really Have?’ Dr Casiday and 
her team reviewed almost 25 000 articles 
and 87 papers relating to volunteering and 
the results are clear: volunteering is good for 

your physical and emotional health.

Rules for a life lived with purpose
By Rivkah Naomi Green @sunbirdlife

Magni�cent Leon at 90 (3rd from left), 
with his family

If you would like to volunteer, please contact Dana - volunteers@telfed.org.il
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 There are not many bona �de yoginis in Israel, even 
with the hundreds of yoga studios dotted around the 
country. Johannesburg-born Nicki Forman is that 
rare practitioner who has journeyed deeply along the 
yogic pathways over a span of two decades.

When we speak about yoga in this context, we’re not 
talking about a stretch class to painfully discover how 
to touch the tip of your nose with your heel. That is 
certainly one aspect of yoga, clearly the most visible 
part. But the essence of yoga is in the seeking of the 
perfect balance of the spirit, within the context of 
the physical, emotional and spiritual worlds that swirl 
around it. The ancient Indian science of the body, with 
its various energy channels, chakras and meridians, is 
simply the outward expression of that inner harmony. 
It is the pursuit and practice of that inner experience 
that inspires the true yogi, or in this case, the yogini.   

“I have been seeking wisdom for most of my life,” says 
Nicki. “Over the twenty years of studying the Hatha, 
Vinyasa and Kundalini traditions—all very rich and 
deep yogic practices—I realised that within each 
one I was gaining a tremendous amount by learning 
from highly accomplished masters, but after years of 
practicing a singular path I would ultimately sense that 
something was missing. This led me to grow from one 
school to the next, accumulating the teachings as I 
evolved, and yearning for what I sought; the perfect 
practice.”
After living with her young family in Antwerp for 12 

years, they decided to make Aliyah in 2011. It was the 
�rst time Nicki had stepped into the proximity of a 
broader and deeper Judaism. Her natural tendency 
to tap into and grasp mystical teachings brought her 
into the world of Kabbalah. What struck her was the 
overlay of elements she had learned through the yogic 
philosophy, and that of the tradition of her birth. With 
this body of Jewish thought so readily accessible, 
Nicki began blending her knowledge of yoga with 
Kabbalah, the se�rot superimposing on the chakras. 
The e�ect was electrifying.

“The result was a syncretic form, a new and powerful 
practice that I started sharing with my students, 
through what I call Aruna Yoga.” The response has 
been overwhelming. While she runs classes and 
workshops throughout the week in Israel, Nicki 
continues to nurture her students abroad and often 
travels internationally to give intensive yoga training.

“What many of my students are experiencing is a 
profound form of healing. We are addressing the 
emotional, spiritual and physical, and so we seek out 
the inner blockages, and much of the work focuses 
on the clearing of these obstacles. These could be a 
physical disease, an emotional block or even spiritual 
stagnation. And somehow, it’s working.”

Has she any South African students? Nicki breaks into 
laughter. “Many!” she says, “It’s why I still teach in 
English.”

a Sanskrit term for a female master 
practitioner of yoga; one signifying respect.

Photographer: Roosmarijn Everts

Yogini

By Guy Lieberman
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Focus on Telfed

Ra’anana
A powerful and important panel 

discussion on sexual abuse took place 
in September. Panelists included 

Nicole Diamond Levenstein, Rinat 
Kedem Bart (CEO, Israel Center on 
Addiction and former CEO of the 
Jerusalem Rape Crisis Center) and 

Rabbi Stewart Weiss of the Jewish 
Outreach Center.

South African-born doulas, Janice 
Cohen and Ronya Friedlander, gave 

an informative lecture on giving 
birth in Israel in the Telfed Moadon 

for parents-to-be. 
New Olim to Ra’anana were invited 
to a Cheese and Wine evening at 

the home of Telfed Chairman, 
Batya Shmukler.

Modi’in
Ahead of the New Year, Olim in 
Modi’in were invited to a picnic 
and Rosh Hashannah ‘l’chaim’ at 

Park Anabe.

www.telfed.org.ilTelfed Israel22

Poleg Beach, Netanya
Sunset on the Mediterranean shoreline 
provided the perfect backdrop to Telfed’s �rst 
beach clean-up, expertly led by SA Olah, Judith 
Turiel. Inquisitive beach-goers cheered on the 
participants and were motivated to lend a hand. 
Thank you and kol hakavod to everyone who 
took part in this event!

Jerusalem 
Telfed’s Aliyah and Klita and Employment 

teams met with new Olim in Jerusalem 
before welcoming new South African and 

Australian Olim at Ulpan Etzion.

Jerusalem
Regional Volunteers from the Jerusalem and

Gush communities were invited to a volunteer training 
seminar. This seminar marked the start of Telfed's 

collaboration with British Regional Volunteers who will 
replicate the Telfed model in welcoming new olim

to their respective communities.
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Haifa
South African Olim living in 
Haifa enjoyed a community 
picnic, welcoming the city’s 

newest arrivals ahead of Rosh 
Hashannah. 

Holon/Rishon LeZion
Following a successful evening 
of tenpin bowling, the Rishon 
LeZion Regional Committee 

hosted another fun get-together 
for Olim in the Rishon area.

23

Nir Eliyahu
Over 200 Olim joined in the 

Sukkot festivities at Telfed’s Chol 
Hamoed Sukkot picnic. The fun-
�lled day included pita-making 
and a visit to the petting zoo.

Migdal Oz
Telfed participated in an 
Aliyah-promotion panel 

discussion for students on 
Bnei Akiva’s Midreshet Torah 
ve Avoda (MTA) programme.

Telfed | Chanukah 2019

Herzliya
Australian Ambassador to Israel, 

H.E. Chris Cannan, hosted a 
breakfast for South African and 
Australian Lone Soldiers at his 

residence in Herzliya.  
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Notice Board
Free advertising! If you made Aliyah 
within the last year and would like 
to promote your business in our 
magazine,contact Ofra - 09 7907819

follow us on
Instagram

telfed_israel

Share your 
photos with the 

community 
#telfed

Find Us on Facebook for the latest news and live updates from the community! www.facebook.com/Telfed

To renew your magazine subscription, contact Ofra at Telfed on 09 790 7819. 
To read our magazine online visit our website: www.telfed.org.il/Magazine

Moving house?
New phone number?

Don’t forget to update your 
contact details so we can 
stay in touch. 09 7907801 

or info@telfed.org.il

Please note: we are unable to 
provide contact details of our 
olim without their permission.

Have you considered becoming an organ donor? 
By Gabey Gordo n

I don’t think anyone likes to think about their own death. We all know that it is an inevitability, just B’EH, 
after many, happy, healthy years. But just because we don’t want to think about it, doesn’t mean that 
we shouldn’t plan for it. This means writing a will, and planning for the guardianship of our children, if 
necessary. But it also means that we can do one more thing, we can plan to possibly save other lives.

I have always wanted to register as an organ donor. I believe that being able to save lives, if G-d forbid, 
one dies tragically, can at least go some way to giving extra meaning to a life cut short. 
One donor could save up to 7 lives! However, because of the di�culty of doing that in a 
country where the halachic aspects of organ donation could be ignored or overridden, 

I chose not to do that in SA. I did communicate my wishes to my family.
Living in Israel changes that situation. Here, one can register as an organ donor, and 

know that the system is halachically controlled. The de�nition of death, as brain stem 
death, has been approved by the Chief Rabbinate, and written into law. The process is 

strictly controlled, and even if one carries a card, family approval is still required.
The process of registration is simple. The website is https://www.adi.gov.il. All the relevant 

information is there, and most questions one would have, are answered simply. 
Most importantly for me, it could all be done in English!

Thanks to Philip 
Simon, our Ra'anana 

moadon has been 
transformed! If you 
are looking to rent 

a room for an event, 
contact Dafna for 

more information - 
dafna@telfed.org.il

Did you know? 
Telfed's Board of Governors 

o�er free mediation to 

members of the Southern 

African community in Israel. 

You are invited to send letters 
to the Magazine Team at 
community@telfed.org.il
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Sukkot 2019Sukkot 2019
Another fun-�lled family picnic took place on Chol Hamoed Sukkot. 

"It felt like a big family simcha," said Telfed's Events Committee 
Chairman, Peter Bailey. Thanks to Egert & Cohen for sponsoring 

this event, and to Valerie Chikly from Kibbutz Nir Eliyahu. 
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“Two years ago, we were overwhelmed by the response 
to our performance at the Great Choral Synagogue 
in St Petersburg which was packed to capacity. Then, 
as we were leaving, an old gentleman made his way to 
me. Knowing no English or Hebrew, and I no Russian, 
he grasped my hands and uttered, “Naches, naches” 
(meaning pride and joy). On 7 July 2005, the day of the 
London Underground bombings, we were scheduled 
to perform the song “Lo Teida Milchama” in Wales. 
We dedicated our performance to the victims and an 
audience of 4,000 wept with us. As we were returning 
to our bus a couple approached us. They had travelled 
200km to see our choir from Jerusalem but had arrived 
late. I gathered our  choristers, and, in the rain, we 
performed impromptu to an audience of two.”
Other highlights include singing on the Tenth of Tevet, 
the designated Day of Kaddish for Holocaust victims, 
at the Reikestrasse Synagogue in Berlin, and at the 
140th year celebration of the magni�cent Bu�ault 
Synagogue in Paris. 
The ensemble was founded by Richard, who began 
conducting choirs at the age of 18 at Pine Street Shul, 
Johannesburg, and fellow South African Ra� Barnett, 
a graduate of the Yeoville Shul Choir. Other notable 
South-African Olim members include Mordechai Wilk 
and Moshe Lapidot z”l. Now numbering 40 choristers, 
Sabras and Olim from 4 continents, the choir has 
performed over 250 times, from gala concerts to �ash 

The Jerusalem-based Ramatayim 
Choir is bringing it home

By Eloise Hummel

Re�ecting on Ramatayim’s 25th anniversary, 
Director Richard Shavei-Tzion recalls special moments.

mobs. Venues include the Tel Aviv Opera House, the 
president’s residence and the Bahai Center in Haifa 
where they represented the Jewish religion in a unique 
event featuring Bahai, Christian and Muslim groups. 
The choir performs with most of the great cantors 
of this generation, such as Adler, Cohen, Herstik, 
Helfgott, Motzen, Weiss and many more, and has 
collaborated with artists such as Rami Kleinstein, 
the Razels, Dudu Fisher and Shlomo Gronich. It has 
also performed multiple times with internationally 
renowned South African born Israelis, baritone Colin 
Schachat and pianist Raymond Goldstein.  
The choir is entirely voluntary and dedicated to social 
and charitable projects. One of its annual highlights is 
the Jerusalem Theater concert bene�tting the Malki 
Foundation. In another of those cosmic coincidences, 
this year’s event took place on the day that the remains 
of missing soldier Yehuda Baumel z”l (declared 
missing since a 1982 battle in Lebanon, Baumel’s 
remains were �nally returned to Israel in April 2019) 
were interred at Har Herzl. IDF cantor Shai Abramson 
rushed on stage directly from the funeral to sing with 
the choir, “Bring Him Home,” from Les Miserables – a 
�tting end to a tragic outcome.
Celebrating 25 remarkable and memorable years, 
Richard says, “When we started this little project 
with a few friends in our home, we could never have 
imagined how far and wide it would take us!”
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Making Aliyah has many challenges, and for 
those who are avid sports fans, leaving behind 
the sport  you grew up with is a big one. 
Team sports like cricket give players a sense 
of belonging and camaraderie while honing 
athleticism and coordination. 

While Israel has a day cricket league played on 
Fridays and Saturdays, there is also a thriving 
night cricket league which is played on Monday, 
Thursday and Saturday nights.
South African Oleh, Herschel Gutman, 
founded the Cricket Night League in 2009 along 
with the Israel Cricket Association.  “There was a gap 
to �ll, as many avid expat players from England, South 
Africa, India and Australia were not avai lable to play on 
Fridays or Saturday but still wanted an opportunity to 
play their beloved sport,” says Herschel. 

After approaching many di�erent communities 
within Israel, Israel Night Cricket League was born 
in December 2009 in Modiin. Fast forward 10 years 
and the league has gone from strength to strength 
with over 150 listed players playing for 12 registered 

teams. The league 
has two divisions 
catering to players 
of all levels and 
backgrounds – the 
youngest player is 
11 years old and the 
oldest is 70 years 
young. Everyone 
is welcome and 
the children (both 
boys and girls) of 
the current players 
are encouraged 
to join one of the 
three youth teams 
playing in the 

league. 
“Our teams are 
melting pots of 
South Africans, 
Australians, Brits, 
Indians and 
New Zealanders. 
Matches are 
simple and 
follow the 
i n t e r n a t i o n a l 
indoor cricket 
rules, a form of 

cricket which is gaining popularity around the world,” 
Herschel explains.  The matches are played on a 
double basketball court in Modi’in using a taped-up 
tennis ball – hence there is no need for protective gear 
or other expensive equipment.

According to Herschel, the league focuses on 
encouraging people to stay involved in the game. “I 
really enjoy the people in this little cricket community. 
Each one brings his own unique personality and skill 
set to the game with new players joining all the time.” 
Additionally, it is a great social resource for Olim, with 
players being able to swap “war stories” and provide 
aliyah related advice. 
At the end of each match, 3 medals are awarded in 
honour of former cricket players, there is the Hillel 
Awaskar Bowler of the Match, the Richard Abelson 
Man of the Match, and the Benjy Hockley Batsman 
of the Match. Benjy was instrumental in assisting 
Herschel in setting up the Cricket Night League. 
Midway through the season we have an international 
tournament where players from India, South Africa, 
Great Britain, Australia and Israel are grouped together. 
This competition is called the Sam Rubin Five Nations 
tournament (named after the late Sam Rubin).

Ten years 
straight o� 
the bat
By Eloise Hummel

If you’d like to join a team near you, visit our website: 
http://www.israelnightcricket.com

How it works:
8 players on a team.
16 overs per batting team
 (5 runs are subtracted 
if a batsman is out).
4 overs per batting pair.
2 overs per bowler.
Bonus runs if the batsmen hit
the sides or back walls (1, 2, 4
or 6 runs). If you are out you
lose 5 runs and keep on
batting.
90 minutes playing time.
2-4 matches per month.
All players are involved
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New arrivals

Johannesburg
Altman, Aharon
Blecher, Gilan
Brest, Sharleen
Cohen, Anthony & Ilana 
Deskal, Shira & Neal
Dubb, Ilan
Dukes, Concette
Epstein, Gavin
Friedman, Avi
Gadd, Nicholas
Gordon, Tal
Hurwitz, Brian
Kaplan, Sophie
Kay, Eliyahu
Klotz, Daniel, Deena, 
Micaela & Aiden
Kumin, Charles & Sharon
Kwasnik, Danya
Levy, Tracey

August – October 2019

Lichtenstein, Justin
Lipchin, Shelley, Mayah 
& Hannah
Naude, Michelle
Poyurs, Dinah-Leah
Raz, Nicole, David, Noa 
& Ora
Schay, Warren, 
Samantha, Michal 
& Aliza
Serebro, Gary, Chandrea, 
Sadya, Ketzia & Areli
Shapiro, Andi
Shepherd, Yakira
Spector, Eliezer
Talberg, Baruch, Ester, 
Moshe, Menucha, Aaron 
& Benyamin
Taurog, Joshua
Weinberg, Yarona

Cape Town
Blacher, Lara
Blecher, Gavriel
Hart, Ivor
Hiscock, Marin & Belinda
Kaufmann, Nicole, Gideon 
 & Tuvya
Lobel, Lee
Markus, Amy
Resnick, Gary
Shapiro, Stuart
Sher, Demi

Pretoria
Montrose, Justine, Yosef, 
Jayden & Jaron
Sheva, Kim

USA
Katz, Tehilla
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Consistent with the overall increase in Aliyah in 2019, 
we have seen a positive trend as medical professionals 
are choosing to make Israel their home.

In 2019 we saw a 41% increase 
in medical professionals making 
Aliyah, compared to 2018.
In 2019, we welcomed more specialists and more 
dentists to Israel compared to 2018. 
Over the years, South African-trained doctors have 
made their way to Israel and they have made a 
remarkable contribution to the healthcare sector. 
Quali�ed doctors are in demand, with certain 
specialties highly sought after. 
While technical requirements are easily accessible  
our doctors are looking to engage with those who 
have experience “in the �eld”. Understanding the 
work culture and the work environment, learning 

from the �rst-hand experience of other doctors and 
understanding options available to them is invaluable. 
If you are a medical professional and would like to 
o�er advice to new Olim in your �eld, please contact 
Telfed’s Employment Advisor, Yael Strausz, at 
yael@telfed.org.il. 
The Ministry of Health – Misrad Habriut – has 
clear guidelines for converting one’s medical 
license and these can be found on their website: 
https://www.health.gov.il/English/Services/
MedicalAndHealthProfessions/GeneralMedicine/
Pages/default.aspx. Medical doctors who wish 
to practice in Israel are required to apply for their 
medical license from Misrad Habriut, as well as board 
certi�cation through the Moetza Hamada’it (Science 
Council) of the Israeli Medical Association (IMA website: 
https://www.ima.org.il/ENG/). 
*Including doctors, dentists, optometrists, speech 
therapists, dieticians, physiotherapists and 
occupational therapists.

Medical professionals 
and mentors

Hospi tal birth? Home birth? Caesarean 

section birth? Epidural? Waterbirth? 

Zero separation? Baby hotel? 

Help! What does this all mean?

We are blessed to live in a country 

with many birth options. A country 

with tremendous labour and delivery 

experience,  a country that supports 

birth in an incredible way. 

There is no right or wrong when giving 

birth, there is only what is right for you 

and your birth. 
One of the goals of a doula and 

childbirth educator is to provide 

continous support to women and 

families during their birth journey. 

Our journey together starts during 

pregnancy, and together we learn about 

giving birth in Israel. In addition to 

the prenatal course, we learn about 

the different birth options, different 

hospitals and what they offer, what 

to expect during labour and what is 

available to us afterwards. We get 

to know each other and how best we 

can work together,  what type of 

guidence and support you need, and 

together we try and create a positive 

birth experience. 
The Homebirth Midwife Association 

is there to support women opting for 

a homebirth. Natural birthing wings 

are available in delivery wards and 

friendly or natural c-sections are 

offered in many Israeli hospitals. 

Emotional support for women is 

available country wide. The choices 

available to women in Israel is 

extensive so make sure to research 

your options, find your support 

system, and decide what best suits 

your needs.

“Giving birth can be the most 

empowering experience 

of a lifetime – an initiation

into a new dimension 
of mind-body awareness.”

- Ina May Gaskin

Wishing you

all a positive and 

meaningful birth 

experience.

Janice Cohen 
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Laughter is the best medicine
www.telfed.org.ilTelfed Israel30

Shortly after I arrived in Israel I was out 
for lunch and wanted to order a pizza. I 
decided to attempt this in Hebrew. “Ani 
rotze margarita im mitriot, bevakesha.” 
The waitress very kindly replied, in 
English, “I cannot put umbrellas on 
your pizza but I can make sure you get 
mushrooms.” Pizza was delicious, even 
with mushrooms! – Steven

 We had just arrived in Israel and were in the lift
at the shopping centre as the doors started to close. 
A woman ran towards us shouting “Atem olim? Atem 
olim?” Instead of holding the door open, as I would 
now, I turned to my husband and asked “do I have 

new Olah tattooed on my forehead? Is it that obvious 
that we’ve just arrived in Israel?”- Miriam

Soon after my �rst child
was born, I pulled up next to a sports 

car at the tra�c light, rolled down 
my window and told the driver ‘ani 

menika’. My wife started laughing and 
told me that if I wanted to tell him 
I was jealous I should have said ‘ani 

mekane’. Apparently, I told him I was 
breastfeeding. - Barry

My brother and I had completed our �rst week
of ulpan and I turned to the 6-year-old in the lift and 

asked him “eich korim li?” He looked up, confused, and 
shrugged his shoulders. I repeated my question and he 
continued to ignore me. In frustration I told my brother 

how surprised I was at his rudeness. It was later that I 
realised he really didn’t know MY name! - Anon

 We were visiting friends who 
had a new baby and the baby 

was smiling. My husband 
wanted to say hatinoket 

ma�itzah' (the baby is passing 
gas) but instead he said 

'hatinkoket mi�etzet' (the baby 
is a monster). Carla

From a Lone Soldier: I needed an operation 
 and was pressing the army for (ניתוח)
details. But I mixed up my words, and 

certainly confused them, when I told them 
that it was urgent: I needed information 

about my קינוח (dessert).

There are no �lters in Israel. 
Today at the nurses’ station of my local healthcare provider, the nurse

who was registering my details and history asked about my level of 
physical activity. I said “almost none”. She turned away from her computer 

to look me up and down, and said “that’s alright, you don’t need to”.
(I hate to think what she’d have said if I was a few centimetres wider!).

She then asked how long I’d been walking around with the splinter in my
foot that I had come to get removed, and when I said “three days”,

she said “that long! if you were a man you’d be in here crying that you 
need surgery by now!”. In Israel, the healthcare services are free, 

and so are the opinions! - Sophie

We’ve all had our share of embarrassing moments as 
new Olim but hopefully we all have the ability to laugh at 

ourselves and enjoy the lighter side of Aliyah. We invite you 
to share your favourite moments as a new Oleh/Olah with us, 

whether you have been in Israel for 70 days or 70 years. 
Send your stories to community@telfed.org.il
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 We were visiting friends who 
had a new baby and the baby 

was smiling. My husband 
wanted to say hatinoket 

ma�itzah' (the baby is passing 
gas) but instead he said 

'hatinkoket mi�etzet' (the baby 
is a monster). Carla

There are no �lters in Israel. 
Today at the nurses’ station of my local healthcare provider, the nurse

who was registering my details and history asked about my level of 
physical activity. I said “almost none”. She turned away from her computer 

to look me up and down, and said “that’s alright, you don’t need to”.
(I hate to think what she’d have said if I was a few centimetres wider!).

She then asked how long I’d been walking around with the splinter in my
foot that I had come to get removed, and when I said “three days”,

she said “that long! if you were a man you’d be in here crying that you 
need surgery by now!”. In Israel, the healthcare services are free, 

and so are the opinions! - Sophie

Healthcare in Israel is a fundamental right and 
participation in a medical insurance plan is mandatory. 
All Israeli residents are entitled to basic health care, 
irrespective of religion or origin. The Israeli healthcare 
system is based on the National Health Insurance 
Law of 1995 which requires all citizens resident in the 
country to join one of four o�cial health insurance 
organisations known as Kupat Holim (“Sick Funds”). 

Israeli p hysicians are highly regarded internationally, 
and cutting-edge technologies and innovative 
solutions are rapidly applied and used across all of 
Israel’s medical �elds. Israel’s health indicators—such 
as life expectancy and infant mortality—are among the 
best in the world, and our health system consistently 
ranks among the top in the world, ranking 4th in the 
world between 2013 to 2018. Another reason for these 
successes is Israel’s culture of digital technology which 
has led to the complete computerisation of medical 
records. These digital systems improve medical 
decision-making and coordinated care.

What you get from the State
Medical consultations 
These range from family doctors to specialists, as well 
as required tests (MRIs, blood tests, etc.). Patients also 
have the right to a second opinion. Additionally, Israel 
is the only country in the world to provide fertility 
treatments free to women under the age of forty. 

Emergency medical services 
Emergencies are handled by Magen David Adom 
(MDA). For air lift services, MDA works in collaboration 
with Unit 669 of the Israeli Air Force. 

Medication
The State o�ers a basket of subsidised medications. 
Other medications, some lifesaving, have not been 
approved due to their cost-bene�t ratio. 

Surgery and procedures
Any surgery or procedure deemed necessary by 
a doctor is covered, including hospitilisation and 
rehabilitation. Elective procedures are not covered. 

Chronic illness
The Ministry of Health recognises an extensive list of 
mild and serious conditions as chronic. Each national 
medical fund has an established ceiling for chronic 
medications. 

Complimentary treatments
A variety of other treatments and specialists are 
provided, ranging from speech therapy to marriage 
counselling. 

Do you need private medical cover?
According to David Pinkas from Pope Geri, 40% 
of Israelis have private medical insurance. As David 
succinctly explains, “when something happens, you 
want to have choices. With private medical insurance 
you are not limited by your kupat cholim, you have 
the freedom to choose by whom, when and where 
you would like to be treated.” David adds that private 
insurance will cover medication that is not included in 
the national health basket.
Private insurance also covers private surgery and 
private surgery abroad (including transplants). Due 
to a frightfully low number of donors in Israel, many 
recipients travel overseas for surgery.

Health care
in Israel:
What you
need to know
By Eloise Hummel

In short, Israel’s world class public healthcare system 
ensures that all Israelis have access to a high standard 
of medical care while private medical insurance o�ers 
you a wider range of choices. Whether you consider 
this a luxury or a necessity will depend on your 
personal medical needs and preferences.
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ביקור שנתי
You may recognize the word ביקור - a visit - from the tradition of 
 means yearly or annual, so that שנתי .visiting the sick - ביקור חולים
.is an annual visit, usually to the doctor ביקור שנתי
לא מרגישה טוב
To say I don’t feel well, use אני לא מרגיש טוב if you’re male and
 comes מרגיש/ה if you’re female. The word אני לא מרגישה טוב
from the root ר.ג.ש. meaning feeling.
לאכול בריא
Before diets became a fad, they were simply a cultural practice. 
People in the Mediterranean ate healthy - איכלו בריא - well before 
Weight Watchers or Atkins. To eat healthy is לאכול בריא.
כושר
The catch-all Hebrew word for �tness is כושר. You may recognize 
its root - כ.ש.ר meaning kosher, meaning �t to be eaten.
שעות שינה
How can we measure good rest? One way is to count the hours of sleep 
one gets - שעות שינה. Broken down: שעות is the plural of שעה - hour, 
and שינה  is the noun form of לישון - to sleep.

Woman - I’m constantly not feeling well.
Doctor - How many hours a night do you sleep?
Woman - Five or six hours, but I don’t sleep so well.
Doctor - What about �tness? Do you exercise?
Woman - I run to the bus…
Doctor - Do you eat healthy?
Woman - More or less… I eat falafel, pizza, shwarma, 
fast food. I work very hard!
Doctor - Basically, you lead an unhealthy lifestyle. 
That’s why you don’t feel well!

אישה - אני כל הזמן לא מרגישה טוב. 

רופא - כמה שעות את ישנה בלילה?

אישה - חמש או שש שעות, אבל אני לא ישנה כל כך טוב.

רופא - מה עם כושר? את עושה התעמלות?

אישה - אני רצה לאוטובוס... 

רופא - את אוכלת אוכל בריא?

אישה - בערך... אני אוכלת פלאפל, פיצה, שווארמה, 
אוכל מהיר. אני עובדת קשה מאוד!

רופא - לסיכום, את מנהלת אורח חיים לא בריא. 
לכן את לא מרגישה טוב!

פינה של עברית מבית אולפן לעניין
Hebrew Column by Ulpan La-Inyan’s Daily Dose of Hebrew

H T OFF THE PRESS

BETH PROTEA – The Pride of Israel’s Southern African Community
5 Asher Barash Street, Herzlia, Tel: 09-9595222, Fax: 09-9595300
Email: info@bethprotea.org.il
Website : www.bethprotea.org.il    

BETH PROTEA  
TURNS 27 …
Birthdays are always another reason 
for celebration and our 27th birthday 
was just that. The beautiful and 
talented Liran Saporta graced our hall 
and enthralled the audience with her 
magical voice accompanied by the 
phenomenal pianist Igor Ostrovski. 
What a treat.

CHAGIM AND MORE CHAGIM …
The last weeks seem to have been flooded with one 
Chag after another and of course, as usual, all these 
days were celebrated here at Beth Protea. There is 
a large contingency of Herzlia residents who have 
become part of our small community and they were 
all here to assist in setting up our dining room that 
converts into a synagogue for Yom Kippur. We were 
able to accommodate around 250 people and for the 
Blowing of the Shofar, we had a least 500 filling the 
room, the lobby and our patio.  
 — a true example of  “A Community Project”.

BETH PROTEA 
GOES GREEN …
The city of Herzlia has embarked on 
a program to “go green” and we are 
doing our best to help.  
We currently use at least 200-300 
plastic bags for laundry a week. We 
are now providing each resident 
with replacement material bags, 
which will result in us saving at 
least 7-10,000 plastic bags a year!!!!! 
Channel 13 News recently covered 
the project in Herzlia and featured 
Beth Protea’s project to cut down 
on plastic.

SPOILING OUR STAFF …
It is of the utmost importance to remember the dedication and hard work 
of the large number of wonderful staff members at Beth Protea. A recent 
outing did just that. An interactive workshop with Mayumana followed by 
a delicious dinner gave one and all an opportunity to unwind and enjoy a 
well-earned spoil away “from the office”

To listen to this conversation, visit ulpan.com/URL

ביקור שנתי

By Ami Steinberger, founder and CEO of  and author of Your Daily Dose of Hebrew 
(to subscribe, visit ulpan.com/your-daily-dose-of-hebrew).

Emergency room - חדר מיון

Urgent care - טיפול נמרץ

Referral - הפנייה

X-Ray - רנטגן

Blood type - סוג דם

Allergy - אלרגיה

Pain - כאב

Surgery - ניתוח

Ward - מחלקה

Glossary for 
the emergency
room:
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all here to assist in setting up our dining room that 
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able to accommodate around 250 people and for the 
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Remembering loved ones

In AppreciationHoliday greetingsBirthdays
Anniversaries

Births
Weddings

Simchas or special milestones

Shabbat meals

Honorary Donations
Thank you to the following community members for supporting our many 
charitable communal programmes. 
(All donations submitted are tax-deductible according to Section 46 of the Israeli income tax 
ordinance and are acknowledged in the magazine as soon as possible after receipt thereof).  
To make your donation, please contact the o�ce: 09-7907819 or donations@telfed.org.il

 Keren Telfed

 (general assistance to the community
 a

s 
ne

ed
ed

)

KEREN TELFED FUND

Ada & Ruven Lewus Sender Lees - Second Bar Mitzvah
Andrea, Jodi, Oren & Omer Armist Miranda Saltz - Special Birthday
Annette & Dennis Solomon Hymie Goldblatt - Birthday
Basil & Zena Berelowitz Honouring Isaac and Miriam Lipshitz
Batya & Jonathan Shmukler Leo Newmark - 60th Birthday
Bernard & Shirley Suskin Abe Gulis - 80th Birthday
Brenda Fine Sender Lees - Second Bar Mitzvah
Brian & Evelyn Berger Owen Futeran - 60th Birthday
Bryan & Ruth Slater Riva Nossel - Special Birthday
David & Lesley Flax Celebrating their second year in Israel
Dorothy, David, Brenda, Leon, Lori Mandelzweig & all their 
Families 

Sim Manor - 90th Birthday

Dorron & Cindy Kline Brenda Kline - Birthday
Dorron & Cindy Kline Michelle Favero - Birthday
Fonda Dubb Dr. Meyer Wisnovitz - In appreciation
Fonda Dubb Myra Levin - Birthday
Freda Essakow, Dan Sharon and Family Abe Gulis - 80th Birthday
Goldie Rosen & Family Mannie Sher - 80th Birthday
Harris & Phyllis Green
Harry & Barbara Lipchin

Honouring their grandson Ophir on the occasion of his Bar Mitzvah
Abe Gulis - 80th Birthday

Helen Boruchowitz In loving memory of Bennie Boruchowitz and Henry & Bea Broide
Howard & Hagit Freidus Shani & Adam Wol� - Honouring the birth of Yali
Ilana & Cecil Gor�l Adele Samuelson - 105th Birthday
Irma & Mike Zaslansky Cyril Feinberg - 80th Birthday
Isaac & Maureen Lipshitz Dave Kopping - 90th Birthday
Isaac & Maureen Lipshitz Henry Shakenovsky - 90th Birthday
Itz & Marj Kalmanowitz Sender Lees - Second Bar Mitzvah
Ivan & Vivienne Maron Reeva Chait - Birthday
Jac & Diane Friedgut Leon Charney - Birthday
Jack & Janice Friedberg Joey & Sandra Kaplan - Holiday Greetings
Jack & Janice Friedberg Michael & Sheila Zetler - Holiday Greetings
Je� Ge�en Holiday greetings to Family & Friends
Je� Ge�en Shannon & Deborah Davimes - Mazal Tov on the birth of their daughter
Maish & Phyllis Gork Sender Lees - Second Bar Mitzvah
Martine, Ely & Itzik In appreciation - Yair Shlush & Rolene Marks
Maurice & Marcia Katz Abraham Gulis - 80th Birthday
Mel & Eileen Cohen Holiday greetings to Family & Friends
Mervyn & Desiree Galansky Cyril Feinberg - Special Birthday
Mervyn & Desiree Galansky Isaac Lipshitz - Mazal Tov
Mervyn & Desiree Galansky Tony Harris - 70th Birthday
Mike & Loraine Solomon Susan & Morty Mogel - 50th Wedding Anniversary
Mossie & Fanny Pokroy Lennie Blieden - 80th Birthday
Neville & Leah Levin Natalie Moss Rendell - Special Birthday
Pamela & Geo�rey Boner Lennie Blieden - 80th Birthday
Phillip & Estelle Chasen Colin & Lorraine Datnow - Holiday Greetings 
Phyllis Simon Sender Lees-  Second Bar Mitzvah
Rebecca Marock Jean Kangisser - Special Birthday
Richard & Diane Klein Honouring the birth of Leni Klein
Rochelle Zegal & Family Abe Gulis - 80th Birthday
Ron & Riwa Lapid Arnie & Rachel Shub - Holiday Greetings
Ron & Riwa Lapid Arthur & Louise Lipschitz - Holiday Greetings
Ron & Riwa Lapid Arthur & Vivien Wolman - Holiday Greetings

Dr. Hymie Goldblatt - 
Birthday - Annette & Dennis 

Solomon, Joe Woolf 

Adele Samuelson - 105th 
Birthday - Ilana & Cecil Gor�l

Sender Lees- Second Bar 
Mitzvah-Ada & Ruven 

Lewus, Brenda Fine, Itz & Marj 
Kalmanowitz, Maish & Phyllis 

Gork, Phyllis Simon

Donors Honourees
(general assistance to the community as needed)

New Homes
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Ron & Riwa Lapid Bryan & Ruth Slater - Holiday Greetings
Ron & Riwa Lapid Karin Hesselberg- Holiday Greetings
Ros & Yossie Gaitelband and Family Ryan Kloner - Bar Mitzvah
Ruby & Cecily Sluszny In honour of their children, grandchildren & great-grandchildren
Ruth & Yosi Mor Holiday Greetings to their children and their families
Sadie Symon Lilian Chazen - Special Birthday
Sheila & Harry Ho�man Sarah Paiken - Special Birthday
Sid & Michele Shapiro Bernice Meyers - Holiday Greetings
Sid & Michele Shapiro Joel & Sharon Goldberg - Holiday Greetings
Sid & Michele Shapiro Karin Hesselberg & Family - Holiday Greetings
Sid & Michele Shapiro Naomi & Tuvia Stuchiner - Holiday Greetings
Sid & Michele Shapiro Owen & Beverly Lewis - Holiday Greetings
Sid & Michele Shapiro Prof. Bryan Myers - Mazal Tov
Sid & Michele Shapiro Sharon Bacher - Holiday Greetings
Solomon & Helga Gelgor Ruth Solomon - Happy Birthday
Solomon & Helga Gelgor Omri Gelgor - 2nd Bar Mitzvah
Solomon & Helga Gelgor Juliet & Rusty Rostowsky - In appreciation 
Steve & Ethyne Handler Wishing family & friends Shana Tova
Stuart & Lyn Zinn Lennie Blieden - Special Birthday
Sydney & Pamela Miller Cyril Feinberg - 80th Birthday
The Gaito, Harris, Myers, Meir, Wittert, Shiloni and Furman 
Families

Sarah Paiken - Special Birthday

Uri & Beryl Milunsky Wishing family & friends a Chag Sameach
Victor & Helen Hirsch Richard & Tarryn Epstein - Mazal Tov on the occasion

of Aaron's Bar Mitzvah

LONE SOLDIERS FUND (to assist Southern African & Australian lone soldiers)
Barbara Klingman, Terence & Ronell In loving memory of Dov Klingman - 15th Yahrzeit
Candace, Wayne, Josh & Eli Rudolph Saul Pinshaw - Bar Mitzvah
Corrie & Eric Diamond Cyril Feinberg - 80th Birthday
Friends of Sim Manor In honour of his Special Birthday
Gillian Rosenberg In loving memory of parents, Sidney & Leonie Sussman
Henry & Ruth Shakenovsky Eve Adler - Birthday
Henry & Ruth Shakenovsky David Kopping - Birthday
Henry & Ruth Shakenovsky Juliet Rostowsky - Birthday
Henry & Ruth Shakenovsky Prof. Simon Strauss - In appreciation
Jack & Janice Friedberg Joey & Sandra Kaplan - Holiday Greetings
Jack & Janice Friedberg Michael & Sheila Zetler - Holiday Greetings
Je� Ge�en & Family In loving memory of our beloved Doreen
Monty & Marlene Sacho Dianne & Stuart Miller - Honouring Dianne's 70th Birthday
Rosa Levor Honouring Lone Soldiers
Ruth & Yosi Mor Shana Tova Greetings to their children and their families
Sharon & Zofer Shilo In appreciation - Rabbi Doron Perez
Shirley Meyerowitz In loving memory of Gidon, Je� & Rami Katz
Shirley Meyerowitz In loving memory of Max & Milly Katz
Shirley Meyerowitz In loving memory of Simon Meyerowitz

HELPING HAND (for the elderly, families at risk,single parents & families with special needs)
Alan & Marilyn Silbert In loving memory of Jennifer Shevil
Alan & Marilyn Silbert In loving memory of Philip & Hilda Silbert
Alan & Marilyn Silbert In loving memory of Sim & Hilda Horn
Alex & Ethne Tolkin In loving memory of their dear parents
Debbie Katz Eisner In loving memory of Bernice & Sam Katz
Debbie, Yael, Roiee & Maya Benjie Adelsky - Birthday Wishes and Shana Tova
Goldie Rosen & Family Cecil Rabinowitz Bloemfontein - 90th Birthday
Goldie Rosen & Family Jules Kowal Bloemfontein - 94th Birthday
Herbert & Hazel Gaito Fay and Benjamin Wittert - Holiday Greetings
Herbert & Hazel Gaito Frankie and Rochie Meyers - Holiday Greetings
Herbert & Hazel Gaito Martin and Linky Furman - Holiday Greetings
Herbert & Hazel Gaito Miriam Shiloni - Holiday Greetings
Herbert & Hazel Gaito Sarah and Dave Paiken - Holiday Greetings
Herbert & Hazel Gaito Tamar and Ilana Meir - Holiday Greetings
Herbert & Hazel Gaito Tchiya and Jack Harris - Holiday Greetings
Reuven & Doreen Karni In loving memory of Avis Goldberg
Sharon, Asher & Oren Ho�er In loving memory of Bella Barnett
Solly Sacks Gita Sacks - Birthday
Stanley & Irit Perlman In loving memory of Leah & Hymie Perlman

Sarah Paiken - Special Birthday 
- Sheila & Harry Ho�man, The 

Gaito, Harris, Myers, Meir, Wittert, 
Shiloni and Furman Families 

Lennie Blieden - 80th Birthday - 
Mossie & Fanny Pokroy, Pamela & 
Geo�rey Boner, Stuart & Lyn Zinn 

Thank you to our 
community members 

that gave a gift 
in honour of their 
friends and family 

this holiday season. 
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IN MEMORIAM
Alan & Marilyn Silbert In loving memory of Jennifer Shevil
Alan & Marilyn Silbert In loving memory of Philip & Hilda Silbert
Alan & Marilyn Silbert In loving memory of Sim & Hilda Horn
Alex & Ethne Tolkin In loving memory of their dear parents
Andrea Armist In loving memory of husband, Brian and son, Jason
Andrea Armist In loving memory of parents, Esther & Ockey Saltz
Andrea Armist In loving memory of Ben & Judy Armist and Harold Armist
Annette Gordon & Family In loving memory of Lionel Gordon
Barbara Klingman, Terence & Ronell In loving memory of Dov Klingman - 15th Yahrzeit
Bella Fielding In loving memory of Andy Hurwitz
Bernice Lewak-Zohn In loving memory of Sybil Levin
Brenda Fine In loving memory of Cyril Fine
Dave & Rae Kopping In loving memory of Greer-Rose Sandler (nee Kopping)
David Griller & Alex Myers In loving memory of Jack Myers
David Griller & Alex Myers In loving memory of Lewis Griller
David Griller & Alex Myers In loving memory of Malcolm Harris
David Griller & Alex Myers In loving memory of Renee Myers
David Griller & Alex Myers In loving memory of Susan Sharon
David Shawinsky In loving memory of Gerald Shawinsky & Jack Gochin
Debbie Katz Eisner In loving memory of Bernice & Sam Katz
Desmond & Diane Kaplan In loving memory of Mark Kaplan
Dorron & Cindy Kline In loving memory of Geo� Kline
Dov & Naomi Sidelsky In loving memory of Lazer & Goldie Sidelsky
Frank & Margaret Fabian
Gershon Gan & Ifa Levano

In loving memory of Talyah Fabian
In loving memory of parents, Arie & Brina Genn

Gillian Rosenberg In loving memory of parents, Sidney & Leonie Sussman
Gillian Rosenberg In loving memory of brother, Hillel Sussman ben Yishaya
Goldie Rosen In loving memory of Ronnie Rosen
Goldie Rosen In loving memory of Hymie & Sarah Sher
Harold Jankelowitz In loving memory of Merle Jankelowitz
Ivan & Vivienne Maron In loving memory of Rele Krok
Je� Ge�en & Family In loving memory of our beloved Doreen
Jean Isaacs and Family
Jean, Richard, Ranit, Jeremy, Hilla, Oded and grandchildren 
O�r, Ido, Ori & Aviv
Joe Woolf

In loving memory of Gilda Fleishman
In loving memory of Alan Isaacs

In loving memory of Miriam Woolf
Joe Woolf In loving memory of Oga Woolf 
Joe Woolf In loving memory of Yehuda Leib Woolf 
Joe Woolf In loving memory of Zeva Woolf 
Joseph & Myra Evron In loving memory of Abe & Mary Friedlander
Klabbers Klaberjas Klub In loving memory of Jack Sher
Lennie & Selma Cartoon In loving memory of Jeanette Cartoon
Lennie & Selma Cartoon In loving memory of Ray Heyman
Marie & Hilton Tapnack In loving memory of Solly Milner
Meyer Planer In loving memory of Bella Planer
Reuven & Doreen Karni In loving memory of Avis Goldberg
Riva Friedman In loving memory of Teddy Friedman
Rose Lurie In loving memory of Melanie Aronowich
Roslyn & Harold Silver In loving memory of Jack & Daphne Freedman 

and Ann & David Silver
Roy Chessen In loving memory of Katie & Bennie Chessen
Ruth Horner-Mibashan In loving of memory of Reuben Mibashan
Sharon, Asher & Oren Ho�er In loving memory of Bella Barnett
Sheila Goldstein In loving memory of Mona Lurner
Shirley Kaplan In loving memory of Leon Kaplan
Shirley Meyerowitz In loving memory of Gidon, Je� and Rami Katz
Shirley Meyerowitz In loving memory of Max & Milly Katz
Shirley Meyerowitz In loving memory of Simon Meyerowitz
Solly & Estelle Sher In loving memory of Abe & Miriam Hilkowitz
Solly & Estelle Sher In loving memory of Faye & Joe Sher
Sonia Sacks In loving memory of Leslie Sacks
Stan & Ilana Sagie In loving memory of Jackie Shmueli
Stanley & Irit Perlman In loving memory of Leah & Hymie Perlman
Vicky Scher In loving memory of Nokkie Scher
Yvonne Bortz In loving memory of Jossie Bortz
Zeev & Shulamith Schwartz In loving memory of Gila Bat Israel & Miriam

In loving memory 
of Doreen Ge�en 

- Je� Ge�en & Family

David Griller 
& Alex Myers - 
Remembering 

their loved ones
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SUSAN SHARON LONE SOLDIER PROJECT 
(to assist lone soldiers upon completion of their army service, as they settle in to civilian life in Israel)
David Griller & Alex Myers In loving memory of Jack Myers
David Griller & Alex Myers In loving memory of Lewis Griller
David Griller & Alex Myers In loving memory of Malcolm Harris
David Griller & Alex Myers In loving memory of Renee Myers
David Griller & Alex Myers In loving memory of Susan Sharon
The Sher Family Ruth & Danny Teacher - In appreciation
The Sher Family Abe Gulis - 80th birthday

CARING FOR THE ELDERLY 
Marie & Hilton Tapnack In loving memory of Solly Milner
Roslyn & Harold Silver In loving memory Jack & Daphne Freedman 

and Ann & David Silver
Roy Chessen Les & Rhoda - In honour of their visit to Israel

*ARCHIE & BLANCHE ISAACSON MEMORIAL FUND

*BURSARY FUND FOR SOLDIERS

*SCHOLARSHIPS
Basil & Zena Berelowitz Joey & Sandra Kaplan - Shana Tova
Carol & Chaim Goldfus Inez & Roland Mureinik - 50th Wedding Anniversary
Gillian Rosenberg In loving memory of brother, Hillel Sussman ben Yishaya
Harold & Edie Kaufman In loving memory of Ilan Kaufman
Ora & Selwyn z"l So�er Hannah So�er - Birthday

*ISAAC OCHBERG MEMORIAL FUND

*KEREN ALIZA 

*MARILYN CHAZAN MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP FUND

*DPS & NEWMAN FAMILY ENGINEERING SCHOLARSHIPS

*MAURICE OSTROFF MEMORIAL BURSARY FUND
Joe Woolf Dr. Hymie Goldblatt - Birthday
Joe Woolf In loving memory of Miriam Woolf 
Joe Woolf In loving memory of Yehuda Leib Woolf 
Joe Woolf In loving memory of Oga Woolf 
Joe Woolf In loving memory of Zeva Woolf 
Joe Woolf Peggy Tobias - Birthday
Joe Woolf Sam Woolf - Birthday
Joe Woolf Yael Astari - Refuah Shlema

*MAYER PINCUS BAREL FUND

*SAM LEVIN BURSARY FUND

*SURF FUND (Special Urgent Relief Fund)

*PRAS SCHOLARSHIPS
Diane Shaer Cyril Feinberg - 80th Birthday
Diane Shaer Sydney Miller - 80th Birthday

*WOOLF RAKIN MEMORIAL BURSARY FUND (supported by Rakin family & friends)
Renee Rakin & Family Honouring family and friends
Renee Rakin & Family Honouring grandson Liam, 

on his completion of IDF service

*DENTAL EMERGENCY FUND

TECI (Telfed Ethiopian Community initiative)
Joseph & Myra Evron In loving memory of Abe & Mary Friedlander
The Rugby Guys Mel & Eileen Cohen - In appreciation

Abe Gulis - 80th 
Birthday - Bernard & 
Shirley Suskin, Freda 

Essakow, Dan Sharon and 
Family,Harry & Barbara 

Lipchin, Maurice & Marcia 
Katz, Rochelle Zegal & 

Family, The Sher Family  

Joe Woolf - Honouring 
& Remembering Friends 

and Loved Ones

Special thanks 
to our monthly 

donors
Special thanks 
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Your will in SA - is it accepted in Israel?

but then a rug-
g e d  m i n i n g 
camp. Referred 
as the “cradle of 
Johannesburg”, 
it was where the 

started, where 
-

gers settled and 
to  where  the 
Yiddisher crowd 
from Kimberley 
arrived, seeking 
- quite literal-
ly - the ‘Golden 
Madinah’.

Now the plot 

Wishing chag sameach 
to all our clients!

Project Management and 
Project & Property Development

Philip Symon, 
Licensed Builder (32167), 

is "The Perfectionist" 
Philip Symon is your One-Stop Shop for upgrading, 
renovating and maintaining your property to the 
highest standard. For over thirty years Philip 
Symon has been synonymous with reliability and 
expertise. Join his long list of satis�ed clients and 

bring a touch of class to your home.

Professional services include:
Architectural and engineering plans

Coordination and purchase of tiles and �ttings
Plumbing   demolition   electrical work   
tiling   carpentry   aluminum windows   
�ooring   air-conditioning   dry walling   

painting and partitions 
  

Call today for free advice and/or quotes: 
054 431 5005 / philip_symon@hotmail.com
                                            

South Africans who make Aliyah to Israel, often ask 
whether there is a need to make an Israeli Will or whether 
the Will they made in South Africa will still apply when 
they are deceased.
Our answer, as one would expect is, it depends. 

At the outset, it is necessary to understand what 
determines how a Will is probated.
Irrespective of where it is made, the procedure that 
determines where any Will can be probated, is determined 
by the domicile (the place of permanent residence) of the 
deceased at the time of death. 
If you are domiciled in Israel, your Will will be probated 
by the Registrar of Estates. This process takes about 3 - 4 
months.
If you are domiciled in South Africa but have left assets 
in Israel, your Will will need to be probated BOTH by the 
Registrar of Estates and the Family Court in Israel since the 
former does not have jurisdiction over foreign testators. 
This process takes approximately 6 - 8 months. 

Which process is necessary has nothing to do with WHICH 
Will you leave- it is determined by the place the testator 
was domiciled. 
So when would we recommend an Israeli will?
If your South African Will states that it only applies to 
assets in South Africa, and you do not draw up a Will for 
Israel, then on your demise, the Intestate Succession Law 
will apply and your assets will be divided amongst your 
surviving heirs (spouse/ children/ relatives) in terms of the 
law.
If you no longer have assets in South Africa, there is no 
need to have a South African Will.
As mentioned, if the testator was not domiciled in Israel 
at the time of death, then his / her Will will be probated 
by a Family Court.  This court, unlike the Registrar of 
Estates, requires that a Will be translated into Hebrew and 
notarized. Since in our experience South African Wills are 
often very long, sometimes running to twenty to thirty 
pages, such a requirement can incur an unnecessary 
expense that can run into thousands  of shekels. 

And a �nal tip. Don’t leave the only copy of your Will in a 
Safety Deposit Box in the bank since access to such a box 
is only permitted by the bank to the heirs as declared in 
the probate! 
Hertzel Katz BA LLB & Sharon Katz BA LLB
03 5496475
42/9 Bialik Blvd, Ramat Hasharon
hertzadv@netvision.net.il | sha_adv@netvision.net.il

For more information call 104

What to do 
during an 
emergency?
Following the closure of schools and businesses 
in central and southern Israel in November, we 
would like to remind our community to follow 
government-issued emergency procedures. The 
Home Front Command (pikud haoref) provides 
the most up to date alerts on their website and 
apps, as well as guidelines on how to prepare for 
emergencies. 
We encourage you to familiarise yourselves 
with these procedures by visiting 
https://www.oref.org.il/894-en/Pakar.aspx. 

Municipal decisions regarding school closures, 
the opening of public bomb shelters, and other 
region-speci�c information will be communicated 
to you by your local authorities.  
Please don’t hesitate to contact us at Telfed
if you require assistance. 
(See page 4 for contact details)
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We are here to assist you, guide you and  
advise you on any property related matters!  
Working with our own teams in Bet Shemesh, Jerusalem, Modiin, Ra`anana, Tel Aviv, Netanya 
and Tiveria.  In other areas we work in cooperation with leading agents and service providers. 

Working with a panel of Attorneys, Mortgage Consultants, Banks and many more related 
service providers all for your convenience.

FOR ALL YOUR PROPERTY REQUIREMENTS CONTACT

Trevor/Toviyah Stamelman: + 972 50 446-9515  
or Shirley Stamelman: +972 50 446-9515

www.israel-properties.com

E x t r a o r d i n a r y  S e r v i c e
E x t r a o r d i n a r y  T r u s t

Property Sales 
New Projects |  Investments

Land Sales |  Rentals
Property Management

International Properties
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Batya Yael, daughter of Riva and Cecil 
Migdal of Raanana (ex Cape Town), 

married Michael, son of Varda z’l and 
Momi Cabessa of Netanya.

Lisa, daughter of Ernie and Hilary 
Saks of Johannesburg, married 

Darren, son of Barry and Irene Starr 
(ex Manchester) now living in Kiryat 

Hasharon.

Ricci, daughter of Anthony and 
Sharon Glass of Johannesburg, 

married Binyamin, son of David and 
Michal Kurman of Afula.

Adi, daughter of Jonathan and 
Maskit Burgin of Raanana and 

granddaughter of Marie and Aaron 
Burgin of Tel Mond (ex JHB), 

married Gal, son of Katy 
and Avi Ben David of Tel Aviv. 

Noa Ariel, daughter of Shira and 
Brad Izikowitz of Givat Olga (ex 

JHB), married Yitschak, son of Tehilla 
and Rav David Giami of Har Hamor, 

Jerusalem.

Michael,  son of Jonathan and Batya 
Shmukler from Raanana (ex JHB) 

married Yakira, daughter of Gabi and 
Adele Eppel from Hadera (ex JHB).
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In memoriam

Avis Goldberg
Barry Omsky (Raanana)
Bella Barnett (Jerusalem)
Chana Greenblatt
Daniel Varkel (Hannaton)
Dave Novick (Johannesburg)
Estelle Yach (Cape Town)
Gabriella Silber Baker (Raanana)
Glenda Leigh (Raanana)

Jack Trappler (z”l)
Jack was born in Cape Town in February 
1930 and spent many years in Bulawayo, 
Zimbabwe, where he had met and 
married Ruth Middeldorf. He was 

closely involved in local community a�airs - particularly 
sports activities at the well-known Jewish Parkview Sports 
Centre. Jack played golf, tennis and lawn bowls and 
represented Rhodesia at the Maccabi Games for bowls. 
Jack was also known in Bulawayo for his gardening skills – 
particularly for the rose garden he nurtured.
He and Ruth made aliyah in 1978 and Jack again became 
a loyal and long-standing volunteer at Telfed, a member 

 With great sadness, we learned of the passing of Ida Broll z”l. A staunch Zionist, whose devotion to 
Israelis in need was evident through her decades of service to WIZO, Ida will be remembered for her 
kindness, compassion, wisdom and generosity. Her love of Israel eventually led her, and her husband 
Jonathan, on Aliyah from Cape Town. Our thoughts and prayers are with the Broll family. She will be 
greatly missed by husband Jonathan, children Natalie, Claudia, Julia, Robert and families, as well as 
many friends in South Africa and Israel, who knew her and loved her. MHDSRIP

Telfed Chairman Batya Shmukler members of the Directorate, Executive Council and Sta� express heartfelt 
condolences to families whose loved ones have passed away in recent months.

Ida Broll (Ra’anana/Cape Town)
Issy Rieback (Kfar Yona)
Jack Trappler (Even Yehuda)
Jackie Shmueli (Moshav Orot)
Juliet Cohen (Raanana)
Phyllis Friedgut (Netanya) 
Queenie Drutman 
(Ramat Beit Shemesh)
Sydney Abraham (London)

Daniel Kahn (Jerusalem)
Doris Kassel (Herzliya)
Chaya Suchard
(Kiryat Ye’arim/Telzstone)
Queenie Drutman
(Ramat Beit Shemesh)
Channi Hurwitz (Yanuv) 
Rubin (Rollo) Norwitz 
(Kfar Saba)

of EXCO - assisting in the absorption of new Olim. Jack 
was also a champion lawn bowls player and represented 
Israel in international games. He worked for many years 
in the printing business and developed a reputation for 
his reliability and gentlemanly service. He was always 
immaculately groomed and with a twinkle in his eye, he 
loved to share his latest jokes. 
Telfed and the former Zimbabwe Jewish Community 
extends its heartfelt condolences to Ruth, Marcelle Trappler 
Weiss, David and Mervyn Trappler and to the 7 grand-
children, 11 great-grandchildren and all other members of 
the family. יהי זכרו ברוך 

Remembering Estelle
“She was a bundle of energy, an enthusiastic miniaturist of note, a devoted cat lover, artist, businesswoman 
and for over twenty years, she served as a visionary Chairperson of The Mauerberger Foundation 
Fund (MFF), founded by her father Morris, in 1938”.  These are some of the attributes that come to the 
family’s mind when they recall Estelle Yach, a leading and respected pillar of the community in Cape 
Town, who passed away peacefully in September of this year.  Besides being a “brilliant mother” and a 
“phenomenal lady”, her children were quick to also note the tremendous legacy that she left behind, 
whilst still being “very much here with us in spirit”.  At the time of her passing, Estelle was the Honourary 

Life President of the MFF, and through the years, she chose to focus on supporting fewer programmes, that would have 
greater impact, with a particular proclivity to address social justice issues and gender inequality (womens’ empowerment).
Throughout the years, Estelle distinguished herself as a strong proponent of the arts and culture, medicine, environment, 
welfare and education.  Through the Foundation, the family has been able to assist numerous students in need, through 
associations with various universities and their endorsement of several scholarship programmes.  In this regard, the family 
shared a warm friendship with Telfed for close to two decades, meeting on an annual basis to go over their philanthropy 
and discuss matters of communal concern.  She will be missed by many who knew and cherished her.
A celebration of Estelle’s life will be held on 10th of January 2020 in Cape Town, for family and friends to raise a toast to 
her memory.
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The perfect family holiday by the sea

וילג דולפין
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EASIEST FOCACCIA BREAD
4 cups plain �our
2 teaspoons salt
1 teaspoon instant yeast granules
2 cups warm water
4 tablespoons olive oil
Maldon salt (or kosher salt but Maldon is way better)

1: Combine �our, salt and yeast in a deep bowl, add 
water and mix with a large spoon/spatula till all the 
�our is incorporated to make a loose, sticky dough, 
then cover and allow to rise for 1 hour*
2: Pour 3 tablespoons of olive oil onto a cookie sheet 
pan lined with baking paper and turn the oven on to 
210 C.
3: Using two forks , pull the sticky dough away from 
the sides of the bowl, and scrape onto the oiled pan. 
Brie�y roll ball of dough in oil to coat completely 
and allow to rise again for 20 minutes while the oven 
heats.
4: Pour over the �nal tablespoon of oil and then, 
using your �ngers, press the dough down to stretch 
as close as possible to the corners of your cookie 
sheet. Push down with your �ngers to create 
dimples all over as these little pockets hold �avor. 
5: Sprinkle over Maldon salt - add a few rosemary 
sprigs if desired -  and bake for 20 to 25 minutes till 
pu�ed up, lightly golden and crisp underneath. * 
Try this quick rise trick in the winter months. Switch 
on your empty tumble dryer for 2 minutes then 
place the bowl of covered dough inside the warm, 
switched-o� dryer. Guaranteed great results no 
matter what the weather! 

SUNSHINE CREAMY CAULIFLOWER SOUP
2 tablespoons canola oil
1 large onion, chopped
1 teaspoon crushed garlic
1 teaspoon ground cumin
1/2 teaspoon turmeric
1 medium to large cauli�ower cut into �orets* 
4 cups chicken or vegetable stock
2 bay leaves
1/2 cup red lentils
1/2 teaspoon chilli powder/hot paprika
1/2 teaspoon each salt and sugar
1 cup milk or non-dairy substitute
Squeeze lemon juice
Chopped chives to garnish

* You need 500 grams of �orets in total

1: Heat the oil, add the onion and garlic and 
allow to cook till softened, then add the cumin 
and turmeric and toss for a couple of minutes 
to release the �avors.
2: Add the cauli�ower and toss in the 
spicy onions to coat, then add remaining 
ingredients apart from lemon juice and chives, 
and simmer covered for approximately 20 
minutes till the cauli�ower is soft.
3: Allow to cool a little, then remove the bay 
leaves, and blend till smooth, adding extra 
milk if needed.
4: Add a squeeze of lemon juice to brighten 
the �avors, check seasoning and serve 
garnished with chopped chives.

 Thanks to
Lisa Starr from Meatland

for these delicious winter warmersRecipes
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Kids
Kids

Healthy tip for the winter:
Cough into your elbow. If you use your elbow as a 
cough-catcher, you can stop germs from spreading. 
Also remember to sneeze into your sleeve (or a tissue) 
and wash your hands well.

R S A H C T E R T S

D E V G B F S U E G

E L L U O M I N A N

H B M A I Y C U M I

T A K L X D R F S L

A T E R A J E R P E

E E O N L I X U O E

R G C S D N E I R F

B E H A P P Y T T W

T V O N P E E L S Y

EXERCISE
FRUIT

VEGETABLES
BREATHE
STRETCH

SMILE
LAUGH

FEELINGS
SLEEP
RELAX
YOGA

DANCE
 TEAM SPORTS

RUN
 BE HAPPY
 FRIENDS

 FUN

winter word search

Can you spot 8 di�erences?

A B C D E F G H

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

I J K L M N O

9 10 11 12 13 14 15

P Q R S T U V

16 17 18 19 20 21 22

W X Y Z

23 24 25 26

Are you a 
problem solver?

1. Complete the number puzzle
2. Use the answers to decipher 
the code 
3. Unscramble the letters to �nd a 
Chanukah-themed 3-letter word

+ 5 = 20

- + -

- 1 = 8

= = =

6 + 6 =

ANSWER: 



Noah Marks
Entrepreneurship & Business 
Johannesburg

Jordi Rubinstein
BA Psychology 
Cape Town

RAPHAEL RECANATI 
INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL
at IDC HERZLIYA

Tori Rabinowitz 
BA Communications
Johannesburg

UNDERGRADUATE
INFO 
SESSIONS
Thursday, December 26, 
(Hanukkah) 16:30
Followed by candle lighting with 
all RRIS students.
Parents are welcome.

Friday, January 10, 9:00 
Tuesday, February 18, 17:30
Friday, March 27, 9:00

UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAMS
•	 BUSINESS	ADMINISTRATION
•	 BUSINESS	&	ECONOMICS	(double	major)
•	 COMMUNICATIONS
•	 COMPUTER	SCIENCE	(BSc)
•	 ENTREPRENEURSHIP	&	BUSINESS	(double	major)
•	 ENTREPRENEURSHIP,	BA	&	COMPUTER	SCIENCE,	BSc
	 (double	major)
•	 GOVERNMENT
•	 SUSTAINABILITY	&	GOVERNMENT	(double	major)
•	 PSYCHOLOGY

ONE	SEMESTER	/	ONE	YEAR	/	FULL	DEGREE

GRADUATE PROGRAMS

MSc

MA 

GLOBAL MBA

MBA

•	 BEHAVIORAL	ECONOMICS	
•	 COUNTER-TERRORISM	
	 &	HOMELAND	SECURITY	STUDIES
•	 DIPLOMACY	&	CONFLICT	STUDIES
•	 FINANCIAL	ECONOMICS
•	 HUMAN-TECHNOLOGY	INTERACTION	(HCI)	
•	 ORGANIZATIONAL	BEHAVIOR	&	DEVELOPMENT	(OBD)

•	 INNOVATION	&	ENTREPRENEURSHIP
•	 STRATEGY	&	BUSINESS	DEVELOPMENT

•	 ONE-YEAR	MBA
•	 HEALTHCARE	INNOVATION

•	 MACHINE	LEARNING	&	DATA	SCIENCE
RSVP +972 9 960 2700
 rris.master@idc.ac.il

www.rris.idc.ac.il

LIVE IN ISRAEL, STUDY IN ENGLISH


